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The imaginary-time method for relativistic problems
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A relativistic version of the imaginary-time method is presented. The
method is used to calculate the probabilityw of ionization of a bound
state by electric and magnetic fields of various configurations~includ-
ing the case when the binding energyEb is comparable tomc2). The
formulas cover as limiting cases both the ionization of nonrelativistic
bound systems~atoms and ions! and the caseEb52mc2, when w
equals the probability of electron–positron pair production from the
vacuum in the presence of a strong field. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00116-3#

PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm

1. The imaginary-time method~ITM ! was proposed in Refs. 1 and 2 in connecti
with the calculation of the probability of multiphoton ionization of atoms by a stro
light wave. Subbarrier trajectories satisfying the classical equations of motion but
imaginary timet are introduced in order to describe the tunneling process. The imag
part of the action calculated along such a trajectory determines the particle tunn
probability.

The effect of a magnetic field on the ionization of atoms and ions was rece
investigated by the ITM.3,4 The subbarrier motion of the electron was assumed to
nonrelativistic, which is valid for valence electrons. In the case of the ionization of thK
shell in heavy atoms, however, relativistic effects become substantial, and to take
into account systematically~in the quasiclassical approximation! it is necessary to extend
the ITM to the relativistic case. Such an extension could also be helpful in a numb
problems of relativistic nuclear physics and quantum chromodynamics. We shall
that such an extension is possible for the specific problem of the ionization of a b
state whose energyEb5mc22E0 is comparable to the rest energymc2, and we shall find
the main~exponential! factor in the ionization probability. We shall also briefly discu
the problem of taking the Coulomb interaction into account in the tunneling proces
the calculation of the pre-exponential factor.

2. We start with the ionization of a level bound by short-range forces, under
action of electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields, which we assume to be static and unifor

a! In the case when only an electric field is present the subbarrier trajectories
the form
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eE ~sin21t02sin21t!, y50, z5
M

eE ~A12t22A12t0
2!, ~1!

where t5 ieEt/M is real and is related to the proper times by the expression
s52 i (m/eE)sin21t, M5Am21p'

2 , the z axis is directed alongEW, andp' is the trans-
verse momentum. The timet0 at which the subbarrier motion starts is determined fr
the conditions2

r ~ t0!50, H~ t0!5m~12 ṙ2!21/25E0 , ~2!

~in the gaugew(0,t)5A(0,t)50 and in the approximation of a zero-range force!, whence

et05
im

eE ~12e0
21q2!1/2, q5p' /m. ~3!

HereE05me0 is the energy of the bound state (21<e0,1; the valuese0561 corre-
spond to the boundaries of the upper and lower continua!. The probability of electron
tunneling along the trajectory~1! equals1,2

dw~p'!5
const

\m
expH 2

2

\
Im W~p'!J d2p' , ~4!

whereW is the abbreviated action

W5E
t0

0

~L1E0!dt2~p–r ! t50 , L52A12v21e~A–v!2ew, ~4a!

~in what follows, as a rule,\5c51). As the level moves deeper,t0 moves in the
complex plane, making a circuit around the branch pointt* as shown in Fig. 1. Thus

W5
im2

2eEF ~11q2!cos21
e0

A11q2
2e0A12e0

21q2G
5

im2

2eE @F~e0!1q2cos21e01O~q4!#, ~5!

F(e)5cos21e2eA12e2. Integrating~4! over the transverse momentum, we find t
total ionization probability of thes level

FIG. 1. Variation of the ‘‘time’’ t in subbarrier motion for a level with energyE0.0 ~a!; 0.E0.2m ~b!;
E052m ~c!. The crosses represent the branch pointt5t* of the function@p(t)21m2#1/2.
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w~E,e0!5
mc2

2\
uAku2

E/Fcr

cos21e0

expH 2
Fcr

E F~e0!J , ~6!

whereAk is the asymptotic (r→`) coefficient of the wave function of the bound state
the absence of the fieldE ~compare with formula~9! in Ref. 3! andFcr5m2c3/e\ is the
critical or Schwinger field that is characteristic in quantum electrodynamics.5,6

In the nonrelativistic limit (e0→1) this formula passes into the well-know
expression7,8 for the ionization probability of negative ions~of the type H2, Na2, and so
on!. For e0521, i.e., for a level which has dropped down to the boundary of the lo
continuum ~the critical charge of the nucleusZcr(1s1/2)5173, ~see Refs. 9–12!, the
exponential factor in Eq.~6! becomes exp(2pFcr /E) and is identical to the correspondin
factor in the Schwinger formula5 for the probability of electron–positron pair productio
from the vacuum in an electric fieldE.

b! If the fieldsE andH are parallel, then the trajectory of a relativistic particle is
helix with a variable pitch. The subbarrier trajectory is obtained from the well-kno
equations13 by analytical continuation int, the contour of integration in~4a! having the
same form as in Fig. 1. Finally,

Im W~p'!5
m2

2eEF~e0!1sinhSHE cos21e0D p'
2

2eH1 . . . . ~7!

Integrating~4! and ~7! over p' we obtain

w~E,H!/w~E,0!5s/sinh s, s5HE21 cos21e0 . ~8!

For nonrelativistic bound statese0512 1
2a

2k2→1 (a5e2/\c51/137,k;1). For this
reasons5akH/E is identical to the parameterg introduced in Ref. 3, and Eq.~8! yields
the correct expression for the pre-exponential factorP5g/sinhg in the case of ionization
of a negative ion.4,14 In the other limit,e0521, we haves5pH/E, and Eq.~8! agrees
with the first term in the Schwinger expansion5,6 for the imaginary part of the effective
Lagrangian in scalar electrodynamics:

w0~E,H!5
a

2p
EH@sinh~pH/E!#21exp~2pFcr /E! ~9!

~if E,H!Fcr ,
a! then the subsequent terms in this expansion are exponentially s

compared with the term~9!!.

The ITM makes it possible to obtain an equation of the type~9! for fermions as well.
It is only necessary to introduce the spin correction

ie

2m
eabmnE Fabumsnds5

e

mE $~s–HW !2~v–s!~v–HW !1~v•s!•EW%dt

to the action. This contribution of this correction ast traverses the loop in Fig. 1c can b
calculated by means of the Bargmann–Michel–Telegdi equations15 for spins51/2 in an
external field. Finally, an equation similar to Eq.~9! but with (sinhs)21 replaced by
2 coths, wheres5pH/E, is obtained forw1/2(E,H). This formula determines the prob
231 231JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Popov et al.
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ability of electron–positron pair production from the vacuum in parallel fields~in contrast
to Eq. ~6!, the probabilitiesw0 andw1/2 refer to the invariant 4-volumeVT51 and have
dimensions ofm4 or cm23

•s21).

c! Let EW 'HW and r5E/H,1. This configuration of the fields arises in the re
system of an atom moving in a static magnetic field~Lorentzian ionization17!. If the
velocity v of the atom makes an anglew with the magnetic field~in the laboratory
coordinate system!, then

r5AS 12
1

G2D Y S 11
cot2w

G2 D 5H v' /c, v!c

12~2G2 sin2w!21, G@1,
~10!

whereG5(12v2/c2)21/2 is the Lorentz factor. The extremal subbarrier trajectory m
mizing Im W is given in parametric formb! as

x5
im

eH •

ar

~12r2!3/2S t2
t0

sinh t0
sinh t D , y5

m

eH •

ar

12r2
•

t0

sinh t0

3~cosht02cosht!, z50, t5
im

eH •

a

~12r2!3/2S t2r2
t0

sinh t0
sinh t D .

~11!

From Eq.~2! follow equations for the constanta ~integral of the motion! andt0

tanht0

t0
5

r2a

a2~12r2!e0

, cosht05
a2~12r2!e0

rAa21r221
, ~12!

where the subbarrier motion starts at the tim
t05 ( im/eH)A12r2e0 tanht0 /@(tanht0 /t0)2r2#. The ionization probability is~to expo-
nential accuracy!

w}exp$2FcrE21F~e0 ,r!%, F5rt0~12r2!21/2~12e0a!. ~13!

Let us discuss some particular cases. In the limite0→1 it is convenient to switch to
atomic units

w5
me4k2

2\3
uAku2

E
Ea

expH 2
2k3Ea

3E F11a2
k2

30E2SH22
9

4
E2D G J , ~14!

which gives the ionization probability for a negative ion taking account of correction
ordera2. HereEa5a3Fcr is the electric field intensity in atomic units,k5AEb /I H, and
I H is the ionization potential of the hydrogen atom. Note the surprisingly high accu
of this approximation: Even atE050 ~i.e., for a level whose binding energy equals t
rest energy! the error of the expression in the exponential in Eq.~14! equals 2% in the
case of an electric field and only 0.2% in the case of crossed fields.

As r→0 ~switching off of the electric field! we have

w}exp$2eb
2FcrH/E2%, eb5Eb /m512e0 , ~15!

whereE!H!Fcr . Finally, in the caser→1 ~crossed fields, i.e.,E'H andE5H)
232 232JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Popov et al.
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F~e0 ,r51!52A3
j3

11j2
, j5F12

1

2
e0~Ae0

2182e0!G1/2

. ~16!

Specifically,w}exp(29Fcr/2E) for e0521. In contrast to the probability of pair produc
tion from vacuum, which vanishes for crossed fields,5 here the probabilityw is nonzero.
This is explained by the fact that in the case at hand there is a preferred reference
~in which the atom is at rest!, and the transformation to a Lorentz system, where the fi
E can be made as weak as desired, qualitatively alters the formulation of the prob

For E.H the formulas can be derived from Eqs.~11!–~13! by analytical continua-
tion: (12r2)1/2→ i (r221)1/2 andt→ i t, the ‘‘time’’ t in the subbarrier motion remain
ing purely imaginary.

The functionF(e0 ,r) is presented in Fig. 2 for an electric field (r5`), for the the
case of crossed fields (r51), and also forr51/2 and 1/4. A magnetic field~with fixed
E) decreases the ionization probability, stabilizing the level. This is easily understoo
the basis of the ITM: AsH increases, the subbarrier trajectory ‘‘twists’’ and the barr
width increases.

4. The Coulomb interaction appears in~4a! just as in the nonrelativistic case, so th
its contribution can be taken into account according to a formula from perturbation th
in the ITM:

dW52 ih ln mr 11ZaE
t1

0

@r0
2~ t !#21/2dt, ~17!

wherer 15@r0
2(t1)#1/2,

h5Zae0~12e0
2!21/2, m5mA12e0

2, ~17a!

FIG. 2. The functionF in Eq. ~13! plotted versus the binding energy of the leveleb5(m2E0)/m. The values
of the ratior5E/H are indicated on the curves.
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andr 1 is the matching point, which falls out of the final answer. If the extremal sub
rier trajectoryr0(t) is known analytically~as, for example, in Eq.~1! or ~11!!, then the
calculation of the Coulomb correction reduces to quadratures. For example, the ex
trajectory is obtained from Eq.~1! with p'50 andM5m. Calculating the integral in Eq
~17!, we find the Coulomb factorQ5exp(22 Im dW)

Q5@2~12e0
2!3/2Fcr /E#2h exp~2Za cos21e0!, ~18!

whereZ is the charge of the atomic core (Z51 for neutral atoms andZ50 for negative
ions; in the latter caseQ51).

Multiplying ~6! and ~18!, we obtain the ionization probability in an electric fie
(H50). We emphasize that in this case both the exponential factor inw and the Cou-
lomb and pre-exponential factors are determined. Specifically, in the nonrelativistic

w~E,e0!5
me4k2

\3
uAku2S e

2D 122h

3expH 2
2

3eF12
9

8
a2S he ln e1

1

15
1O~e! Dk21 . . . G J , ~19!

where h5Z/k is the Sommerfeld parameter ande5E/k3Ea!1. By analogy with Eq.
~14! it can be expected that the domain of applicability of this approximation extend
the way up toEb;mc2.

In the case of fields with a complicated configuration the Coulomb factor ca
calculated numerically from Eq.~17!. To calculate the pre-exponential factor it is nece
sary to study a pencil of classical trajectories which are close to the extremal traje
and to find the quadratic correction to the actionW. Examples were given above; see E
~5! and ~7!.

We thank V. V. Vladimirski� and the participants of the theoretical seminar at
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics for a discussion of the results.
work was partially supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
95-02-05417a!.

a!This condition is necessary in order for the quasiclassical approximation to be applicable and is ce
satisfied in experiments~for electronsFcr51.32•1016 V/cm or 4.41•1013 G!.

b!Here the parametert is proportional to the proper times of the particle.
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Resonance enhancement of diffuse scattering of x-rays
in a waveguide heterostructure

A. V. Andreev,a) Yu. V. Ponomarev, and I. R. Prudnikov
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

N. N. Salashchenko
Institute of Physics of Microstructures, Russian Academy of Sciences, 603600 Nizhni�

Novgorod, Russia

~Submitted 9 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 219–223~25 August 1997!

The diffuse scattering of x rays in a four-layer waveguide-type hetero-
structure is investigated. The dynamic enhancement of diffuse scatter-
ing is detected experimentally in regions corresponding to the excita-
tion of waveguide modes for both the incident and scattered waves.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00216-8#

PACS numbers: 79.60.Jv, 42.65.Wi, 61.10.Eq

The present letter is devoted to an investigation of the special features of d
scattering of x rays in nonperiodic multilayer waveguide-type nanostructures. Reso
enhancement of diffuse scattering in regions corresponding to the excitatio
waveguide modes for both the incident and scattered waves was detected experim
The effect is of a dynamic nature and is due to the appearance of a standing interf
field in the experimental structure. In the region of excitation of the waveguide mode
phase of the interference field depends strongly on the angle of incidence or the sca
angle. This makes possible precise measurements of the statistical characteristics
roughness of the internal interfaces of the structure.

Diffuse x-ray scattering is an effective method for determining the statistical c
acteristics of rough surfaces,1–5 interfaces between amorphous and crystalline films4–7

multilayer nanostructures,8–10 and Langmuir–Blodgett films.11 Intensive applications of
this method in the investigation of multilayer structures began after a theory of coh
diffuse scattering was developed,12,8,9 showing that the intensity of the scattering as
function of the angle of incidenceu0 and the scattering angleus contains a series of peak
determined by the conditionus1u052nuB , where n51,2, . . . anduB5l/2d is the
Bragg angle (d is the period of the structure!. The profile of the peaks, which are know
as Bragg surfaces, depends strongly on the statistical and correlation properties
roughness of the internal interfaces of the structures; this has served as a ba
practical applications of the effect. The theory of coherent diffuse scattering has rec
been extended to the case of nonperiodic multilayer structures.13 In the particular case o
waveguide heterostructures, together with the Bragg surfaces there also appear n
faces of peaks corresponding to the excitation of waveguide modes. In the presen
these peaks were observed experimentally and the special features of their exc
were investigated.
236 2360021-3640/97/040236-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The four-layer structure, consisting of a sequence of layers of carbon and chro
~Cr/C/Cr/C!, was prepared at the Institute of Physics of Microstructures in Niz�
Novgorod by magnetron sputtering on a 25370 mm glass substrate. According to tec
nological estimates, the layer thicknesses were Cr~100 Å!, C~300 Å!, Cr~30 Å!, and
C~100 Å! and the rms height of the surface roughness on the substrate did not exc
Å. The top carbon layer C~100 Å! functioned as a buffer and prevented oxidation of t
chromium layer.

The experiment was performed on a double-crystal x-ray spectrometer~1.5 kW
x-ray tube with a copper anode, Ge~220! monochromator!. The divergence of the mono
chromatized radiation incident on the sample did not exceed 409. The radiation scattered
by the sample was detected with a scintillation detector~when recording the rocking
curves! and with a position-sensitive x-ray detector~when recording the angular scatte
ing spectra! with a 40310 mm window and a spatial resolution of 0.2 mm.

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL-MODELING RESULTS

Figure 1 displays a specular reflection curve from the experimental heterostru
The minimum on the curve at an angle of incidenceu0'158 is due to excitation of the
first waveguide mode in the carbon layer lying between the chromium layers.14,15 The
minimum at u0'218 practically coincides with the critical angle for chromium an
reflects the excitation of a quasi-waveguide mode. The subsequent oscillations ar
duced by the interference of the rays reflected from different interfaces. Numerical
eling of the specular reflection curve yielded the following estimates for the param
of the heterostructure:rC52.3 g/cm3, rNi57.2 g/cm3, SiO2(/3.9), Cr~103.8/3.9!,
C~251.4/4.9!, Cr~33.4/5.0!, and C~109.6/9.1! ~the numbers in parentheses are the la
thicknessesdj and the rms heights j of the protuberances on the top boundary of thej th
layer, in Å; the enumerationj of the interfaces starts with the substrate, for whichj 50).

Figure 2a shows a set of angular diffuse scattering spectra obtained for ang
incidence near the first waveguide mode, and Fig. 2b shows the dependence
intensity of the scattered wave on the angle of incidence for a fixed angle of emer

FIG. 1. Experimental~dots! and computed curves of the reflectanceR versus the glancing angle.
237 237JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Andreev et al.
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and the contributions of each interface to the diffuse scattering. Figure 2 demonstra
enhancement occurring in the diffuse scattering when a waveguide mode is excited
is due to the formation of a standing wave inside the structure on the incident field13 as
a result of which the amplitude of the total field increases at the internal boundarie
decreases at the external boundaries~Fig. 2b!.

The enhancement of the diffuse scattering is also observed experimentally
case of excitation of a waveguide mode for the scattered wave. Figure 3 display
three-dimensional spectra of the intensity of diffuse scattering as a function of the a
u0 and us . The peaks in the regionus,258 appear as a result of the excitation
waveguide (us'158) and quasi-waveguide (us'218) modes for the diffusely scattere
wave. The enhancement of the diffuse scattering in the region of excitation o
waveguide modes for the scattered wave illustrates the reciprocity principl
electrodynamics16 ~the expression for the amplitude of the wave diffusely scattered in
heterostructure is symmetric with respect to the substitutionu0↔us ~Ref. 13!!. In the
region of excitation of waveguide modes with respect to the angle of emerg
(us'158, 218) the diffuse waves also form a standing wave. The diffuse scattering
the entire heterostructure depends on the amplitude and phase of this wave a
interface. The peaks in the diffuse scattering atus'158, 218 ~Fig. 3! illustrate the in-
crease in this interference field at the internal interfaces.13

The enhancement of diffuse scattering accompanying the excitation of a wave
mode for the incident (u0'158, 218) and scattered (us'158, 218) waves is also seen in
the rocking curves shown in Fig. 4~in the recording of the rocking curve the conditio
u01us52u* 5 const holds!.

The experiments performed here show that the diffuse scattering by internal

FIG. 2. a — Experimental angular spectra of diffuse scattering. b — Computed intensity of the standing wav
field on different interfacesj and the experimentally measured~curve with dots! intensity of diffuse scattering
for the angleus'408 in the region of first waveguide mode.
238 238JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Andreev et al.
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‚surfaces in multilayer structures is extremely sensitive to the phase of the interfe
field of the standing wave produced in the structure. In contrast to x-ray standing
methods, which are based on the detection of secondary processes~fluorescence, Auger
electrons, and others!, diffuse scattering is by its very nature sensitive to the state of
surface. This makes it possible to develop methods for studying the dynamics of s
modification under different external agencies. In investigations of the quality of

FIG. 3. Experimental~a! and computed~b! three-dimensional angular spectra of the diffuse-scattering inten

FIG. 4. Experimental~dots! and computed~solid lines! rocking curves as a function of the longitudinal com
ponentqx of the scattering vector@qx5(2p/l)•(cosu02cosus)#. u* '698 ~1! and 488 ~2!.
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interfaces in multilayer structures, the excitation of standing waves in a structure m
it possible to distinguish the contributions made by different interfaces to the dif
scattering. This greatly increases the accuracy of methods used to reconstruct the
eters of structures from the angular spectra of diffuse scattering.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
95-02-05256-a!.
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Kinetics of the photoconductivity and absorption in the
D2

„A 1
… bands in doped silicon

Ya. E. Pokrovski , O. I. Smirnova, and N. A. Khval’kovski 
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 10390
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 15 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 224–227~25 August 1997!

The photoconductivity~PC! spectra and the induced absorption of
background radiation in the energy range 10–40 meV are investigated
in weakly compensated B-, Ga-, and As-doped silicon at 4.2 K. It is
shown that dips corresponding to the photoionization of long-lived ex-
cited states of B and As are observed in the PC spectra on theD2~A1)
bands. It is found that the frequency dependence of the PC spectra
corresponds to excitation relaxation times of the order of 1024 s for the
states in theD2~A1) bands. It is established that in electric fields
E.100 V/cm the PC decreases sharply, while the induced absorption
of the background radiation changes very little. This confirms the con-
clusion that the excitation of theD2~A1) itself makes the main contri-
bution to the PC. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00316-2#

PACS numbers: 61.72.Tt, 72.40.1w, 42.25.Bs

It has been established in a long series of works~see the review in Ref. 1 and th
references cited in Ref. 2! that neutral donors and acceptors in silicon, upon trapp
nonequilibrium electrons or holes, form stable electrically chargedD2 or A1 states
similar to negatively charged hydrogen ions. For relatively high impurity dens
N.1016 cm23 and weak compensations (K,1024) these states formD2~A1) bands,
which at low temperatures strongly affect the photoelectric and optical propertie
silicon. This influence has also been observed in investigations of long-lived ex
states~split off from the ground state by valley–orbit or spin–orbit interactions; see
3 and references therein! of group-V donors and group-III acceptors in silicon. In t
present letter we report the results of investigations of the kinetics of the photores
and absorption in heavily doped, weakly compensated (K,1024) silicon in the photon
energy rangehn510240 meV at 4.2 K.

Figure 1 displays the photoconductivity~PC! spectra, normalized to the photon flu
and the absorption coefficient (k) of silicon doped with boron, gallium, and arsenic. Th
spectra were recorded while the sample was exposed to intense room-temperatur
ground radiation, screened only by the cold silicon window of the cryostat. This sta
ary background illumination led to filling of both theD2(A1) states and the deep
long-lived excited states of the boron and arsenic impurities. As one can see from F
the absorption spectra contain only bands corresponding to the photoionization
background-filled long-lived excited states of boron and arsenic. In the PC spectr
241 2410021-3640/97/040241-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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absorption corresponds to wide dips. Hence it follows that the absorption due to io
tion of long-lived excited states is much stronger than the absorption due to photoio
tion of theD2~A1! states. At the same time, the PC in theD2~A1! band2 is stronger than
the photoresponse in the energy range corresponding to ionization of the long
states. As expected, the analogous features could not be observed in the PC
absorption spectra of gallium-doped silicon, since the long-lived excited states o
impurity cannot be filled by free holes excited into the valence band.3

The dominance of theD2~A1! band photoconductivity is apparently due to the lo
excitation relaxation times associated with hopping processes.2 To check this conjecture
we investigated the kinetics of the impurity photoresponse in the region 10–70
Figure 2 displays the PC spectra of boron-doped silicon. These spectra were ob
with different modulation frequenciesf of the radiation of the Fourier spectrometer. It
evident that the PC decreases with increasing frequency, and this decrease corresp
a time constant of the order of 1024 s. We note that no frequency dependence is obse
in the energy range corresponding to ionization of the impurity ground state. A sim
frequency dependence of the PC is observed in gallium- and arsenic-doped silicon.
our experimental conditions the spectrometer radiation was much weaker than the
background illumination. Therefore the frequency dependence of the PC is determin
a change occurring within theD2~A1) impurity band itself when the band is photoe
cited.

This conclusion is confirmed by comparing the dependence of the PC and th
duced absorption4 on the electric field strengthE in the samples. The effect of an electr

FIG. 1. Spectra of~a! the photoconductivity~PC! of silicon samples doped to densityN ~cm23): 1 — B
(3.6•1016); 2 — As (1.2•1017); 3 — Ga (3.6•1016), and~b! of the absorption coefficientk in samples1 and2.
The dashed lines in the figure correspond to the ionization energies of the long-lived excited states of th
As impurities.
242 242JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Pokrovski  et al.
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field on the PC spectra on theA1 band in boron-doped silicon was investigated in Ref.
Similar investigations were performed in the present work. The integrated absorpti
the thermal background radiation caused by the photoexcitation of silicon sampl
modulated laser radiation with wavelength 3.39mm (hn5366 meV) was investigated.4

We determined the photoionization cross section for the ground state of boron ato
photons with this energy to be 3•10217 cm2. For this reason, for silicon samples 0.1 c
thick a quite uniform volume excitation was obtained all the way up toN51017 cm23.
The part of the exciting radiation that was not absorbed in the sample was comp
stopped by a polyethylene light filter. The background radiation that passed throug
sample and the filter struck a gallium- or antimony-doped germanium photoresistor
a high sensitivity in the energy range 10–40 meV. The variable part of the response
the photoresistor was proportional to the absorption of the background radiation c
by the excitation of the sample by the modulated laser radiation. The spectrum an
intensity of the background radiation could be changed by placing in front of the sa
cooled crystalline or fused quartz filters, which are transparent to the laser beam b
practically nontransmitting for background radiation with photon energies exceedin
and 15 meV, respectively.

Figure 3 displays the PC as a function of the electric field intensityE in boron-doped
silicon for hn520 meV. In constructing this curve, the photoresponses in different fi
at energies corresponding to the photoexcitation of holes from the ground state in
valence band were equalized. The figure also displays theE-dependent induced absorp
tion for the same sample under similar background conditions. One can see fro
figure that the absorption varies very little with increasingE. The induced absorption
could be due to the modulation of the population of both the long-lived excited state4 and
the A1 band, both phenomena being characterized by slow relaxation. At the same
the PC drops rapidly with increasingE. The dependence of the PC onE is attributed in
Ref. 2 to the delocalization of ionized pairs of impurity atomsA1 –A2 and the change in

FIG. 2. Photoconductivity spectrum of a boron-doped silicon sample~sample1! for different modulation
frequenciesf ~Hz! of the spectrometer radiation:1 — 170; 2 — 520; 3 — 1050;4 — 2000.
243 243JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Pokrovski  et al.
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the effective hopping mobility in theA1 band. The absence of a strongE-dependence of
the absorption in our experiments is not inconsistent with such a conclusion, even
induced absorption in weakly compensated silicon is due mainly to theA1 states. Indeed
the ionization probability of theA1 centers is determined by their density but not by th
mobility. TheE-dependence of the PC that we observed differs from that establish
Ref. 2. This could be due to the different intensity of the background excitation.

The results presented show that in heavily doped, weakly compensated silicon
D2~A1) and long-lived excited states of simple donors and acceptors appear sim
neously and their interaction must be taken into account. It is possible that the long
excited states play a large role in relaxation processes taking place in theD2~A1) bands.2

This work was sponsored by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
96-02-16243!.

1E. M. Gershenzon A. P. Mel’nikov, R. I. Rabinovich, and N. A. Serebryakova, Usp. Fiz. Nauk132, 353
~1980! @Sov. Phys. Usp.23, 684 ~1980!#.

2A. P. Mel’nikov, Yu. A. Gurevich, L. N. Shestakov, and E. M. Gershenzon, JETP Lett.63, 100 ~1996!.
3Ya. E. Pokrovski�, O. I. Smirnova, and N. A. Khval’kovski�, Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.112, 221~1997! @JETP85,
121 ~1997!#.

4Ya. E. Pokrovskii, O. I. Smirnova, and N. A. Khvalkovskii, Solid State Commun.93, 405 ~1995!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff

FIG. 3. Curves of the induced absorptionV ~1! and the photoconductivity~2! versus the intensity of the electric
field E for the B-doped silicon sample1.
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Degenerate slightly nonideal Bose gas in a parabolic trap

V. A. Alekseeva) and D. D. Krylova
P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 24 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 228–231~25 August 1997!

The correction to the energy and the number of particles in excited
oscillator states is found in the approximation of a pair interaction
between the particles at close to zero temperature. It is shown that in
the case of the traps used in experiments the gas starts to differ appre-
ciably from an ideal gas when more thanN51000 particles are
trapped. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00416-7#

PACS numbers: 71.10.Li, 03.75.Fi

In the Bose–Einstein condensation experiments performed in the last two yea
neutral particles were confined in traps whose potential can be taken as parabol
high degree of accuracy.1–3 In the present letter the energy of such atoms and the m
mum number of particles in the oscillator ground state are calculated in the
interaction approximation at close to zero temperature using Bogolyubov’s method4,5 for
free particles, which simplifies substantially in the case of a parabolic trap.

The Hamiltonian of a system ofN particles in the pair-interaction approximation h
the form5

Ĥ5(
s

e~s!as
1as1

1

2 (
s1 ,s2 ,s18 ,s28

U
s1 ,s2

s18 ,s28 as
18

1
as

28
1

as1
as2

, ~1!

wheree(s) is the energy of a discrete states, measured from the level with the minimum
energys50; as

1 andas are operators creating and annihilating a particle in the stats;
and,

U
s1 ,s2

s18 ,s285^s18s28uU~r12r2!us1s2&. ~2!

In the case of a parabolic traps is a triple index s5(sx ,sy ,sz), and
Cs(r )5Csx

(x)Csy
(y)Csz

(z) are the oscillator wave functions

Cs~x!5~RAp2ss! !21/2expS 2
x2

2R2D HsS x

RD , R5A \

mv
, ~3!

wherev is the frequency of the oscillator,m is the mass of the atom, andHs is a Hermite
polynomial.

At low temperatures only the terms in Eq.~1! that are of zeroth and first order in th
particle numberN need be retained:12U0a0

4 anda0
3(Us* as

11Usas), wherea05AN and
Us5^00uUus0&. Finally, we obtain in place of Eq.~1!
245 2450021-3640/97/040245-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Ĥ5(
s

e~s!as
1as1

1

2
N2U01N3/2(

sÞ0
~Us* as

11Usas!. ~4!

The trivial substitution

as
15bs

12N3/2
Us

e~s!
, as5bs2N3/2

Us*

e~s!
, sÞ0, ~5!

reduces the Hamiltonian~4! to the diagonal form

Ĥ5
1

2
N2U01(

s
e~s!bs

1bs2N3(
sÞ0

uUsu2

e~s!
. ~6!

The energy and chemical potential atT50 have the form

E05
1

2
N2U02N3(

sÞ0

uUsu2

e~s!
, m5

]E0

]N
5NU023N2(

sÞ0

uUsu2

e~s!
. ~7!

The average number of particles in a levelsÞ0 equals

Ns5^as
1as&5K S bs

12N3/2
Us

e~s! D S bs2N3/2
Us*

e~s!
D L 5ns1N3

uUsu2

e2~s!
, ~8!

wherens5^bs
1bs& is the average number of quasiparticles determined by the Bose

tribution function. AtT50 the average number of excited quasiparticles equals zero~i.e.,
ns50 for sÞ0) and Eq.~8! implies that there areN3(sÞ0 uUsu2/e2(s) true particles in
the excited states, while the number of particles in the ground state is

N05NF12N2(
sÞ0

uUsu2

e2~s!
G . ~9!

In the case of the oscillator eigenfunctions~3! appearing in Eqs.~7! and~9! the sums
can be calculated almost exactly. For this, we note first that the ‘‘effective size’’ o
oscillator in the case of traps with characteristic frequenciesv;100 s21 andm510222

g is R;1023 cm, which is certainly much larger than the effective range of the pote
U(r ). For this reason, the potentialU in the matrix elements~2! can be replaced by ad-
function, whereuponUs assumes the form

Us5A2

p
\v̄

a

R̄
)

i
~21!niV i

1/2~~2ni !! !1/2

22ni~ni !!
, si52ni , ~10!

Us50, si52ni11, ni50,1 . . . ,

where v̄5A(vx
21vy

21vz
2)/3, V i5v i /v̄, R̄5A\/mv̄, and a is the scattering length

which is related to the interaction potentialU(r ) by the expression5

E U~r !dr5
4p\2

m
a.

Expressing in terms ofv̄ andV i the energyes5\v̄(s–VW ) of thesth oscillator level, we
can see that the number of particles in a levelsÞ0 is given by
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Ns5N3
1

2pS a

R̄
D 2

1

~VW •n!2 )
i

V i~2ni !!

24ni~ni ! !2
, si52ni , ~11!

Ns50, si52ni21, ni51,2, . . . ,

i.e., only levels with evensi are occupied. When expression~10! is substituted in, the
sums appearing in Eqs.~7! and ~9! become

(
nÞ0

uUsu2

en~s!
5

212n

p
~\v̄!22nS a

R̄
D 2

Qn , n51,2, ~12!

Qn5 (
nÞ0

1

~n•VW !n )
i 51

3
V i~2ni !!

24ni~ni ! !2
.

Writing (n•VW )2n as an integral

~n–VW !2n5E
0

`

un21du exp~2~n–VW !u!, n51,2,

and using the value of the sum

(
k50

`
tk~2k!!

~k! !2
5~124t !21/2,

we can perform the summation overni in Eq. ~12!, after whichQn takes the form

Qn5V1V2V3E
0

`

un21F)
i

S 12
1

4
exp~2uV i ! D 21/2

21Gdu. ~13!

In the case of an isotropic trapv̄5v, V i51, Q1'0.45,Q2'0.41, and the expression
for the ground state energy and the number of particles in the ground state atT50
assume the form

E05
1

A2p
\v

a

R
N2F120.36

a

R
NG , ~14!

N05NF120.065S a

R
ND 2G . ~15!

The quantityNa/R approximately equals the ratio of the average interaction ene
Ē5(N/R3)*U(r )dr5(N/R3)(\2/m)a between a single atom and the environment
the energy splitting between the oscillator levels. This explains the appearance o
quantity as an expansion parameter in Eqs.~14! and ~15!. Naturally, in the approach
studied here the numberN0 of particles in the ground state should differ very little fro
the total numberN of particles. It is evident from Eq.~15! that at T50 the relative
number of particles in the excited states equals (N2N0)/N50.065(Na/R)2. Requiring
that this quantity not exceed 0.1, we obtain a criterion under which the atoms in a
can be treated as an ideal gas: (Na/R)2<1.5. Hence it follows that the gas starts to diff
from an ideal gas when the particle numberN>R/a'3000 (R'3•1024 cm, a'1027
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cm!, which is typical for the experiments that have been performed.1–3 The criterion for
the applicability of the pair interaction approximation,N!(R/a)3;1010, holds with a
large margin.

As one can see from Eq.~5!, the average valueŝas&52N3/2(Us* /es) are nonzero.
This indicates the formation of a coherent condensate wave func
C5a0c01(sÞ0^as&cs .

The method employed here to diagonalize the Hamiltonian permits finding the p
erties of only the stationary states of the system. The metastable states, which drop
this analysis, were studied in Ref. 6.

This work was supported in part by a grant from the Russian Fund for Fundam
Research ~No. 96-02-18695! and the State Science and Technology Progr
‘‘Metrologiya.’’

a!e-mail: valeks@sci.lebedev.ru
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Nature of conduction via impurities in uncompensated
silicon

A. P. Mel’nikov, Yu. A. Gurvich, and E. M. Gershenzon
Moscow Pedagogical State University, 119882 Moscow, Russia

L. N. Shestakov
Maritime State University, 163006 Arkhangel’sk, Russia

~Submitted 4 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 232–236~25 August 1997!

The static conductivitys(E) and photoconductivity~PC! at radiation
frequencies\v510 and 15 meV in Si doped with shallow impurities
~densityN510162631016 cm23, ionization energye1.45 meV! with
compensationK51024–1025 in electric fieldsE510–250 V/cm are
measured at liquid-helium temperaturesT. Special measures are taken
to prevent the high-frequency part of the background radiation
(\v.16 meV) from striking the sample. It is found that the conduc-
tivity s(E) is due to carrier motion along theD2 band, which is filled
with carriers under the influence of the fieldE. In fields E,Eq

(Eq.100–200 V/cm! the carrier motion consists of hops along local-
ized D2 states in a 10–15 meV energy band below the bottom of the
free band~energye5e1); for E.Eq carriers drift along localizedD2

states with energye>e1–10 meV. An explanation is proposed for the
threshold behavior of the field dependence of the photo- and static
conductivities. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00516-1#

PACS numbers: 61.72.Tt, 72.40.1w

1. According to established ideas, conduction via impurities at liquid-helium t
peratures in lightly doped crystal semiconductors with compensationsK !1 is due to
hops of electrons~vacancies! along a band of ground states of the impurity (s3 conduc-
tivity !. The properties of this conduction have been studied quite well.1,2 However, we
have observed that in silicon with extremely low compensation (K<1024) and a density
of the main impurityN51016–1017 cm23, an impurity conductivitys(E) with substan-
tially different properties is realized.

For E,Eq'200 V/cm the observed conductivity (s(E)5sM) increases monotoni
cally with T in the entire temperature rangeT52 –15 K all the way up to the onset o
conduction due to ionization of impurities.3 In this respect it is similar to Mott conduc
tivity with a variable hopping length,sM;exp(2T0 /T)1/4. In the range of fields
EM,E,Eq (EM'50 V/cm) sM varies withE according to a law close tosM;expaE
~see Fig. 1, curve1!. The conductivitysM can be several orders of magnitude higher th
the expected value of thes3 conductivity.~For the sample described below it is estimat
that s3,10212 S/cm.! In Ref. 3 no explanation was found for thesM conductivity.
249 2490021-3640/97/040249-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Attempts to attributesM to hops along a band of ground states were unsuccessful.

For E.Eq conductivity of a different type (s(E)5sq ; see Fig. 1, curve1! appears
in a threshold manner.4 This type of conductivity is characterized by a very sharp dep
dence on the electric field — quasi-breakdown. In Ref. 4 it was suggested that c
motion under quasi-breakdown conditions takes place near a transport level (e tr) located
in the region of localized states of theD2 band. We underscore that a hopping charac
of sM andsq was not established in Refs. 3 and 4.

2. In the present letter we report the results of investigations that make it possi
determine the energy position and nature of the states as well as the character
carrier motion along these states under conditions ofsM andsq conductivity. The PC at
the frequencies of water-vapor laser radiation (l580 and 119mm or \v515 and 10
meV, respectively! was measured. The static conductivitys(E) was measured at th
same time.

We call attention to an important feature of our measurements. Background r
tion which strikes the sample is inevitably present in PC and absorption experimen
the experiments performed thus far the background led to filling of theD2 band: Carriers
were excited into the free band and trapped inD2 states~see, for example, Ref. 5!. In the
present work, a system of cold filters that did not transmit radiation with freque
\v.16–17 meV was placed in front of the sample, and filling of theD2 band under the
influence of the background radiation did not occur, i.e., theD2 band was empty a

FIG. 1. s(E) — curve1, ds15 (E) — curve2, andds10 (E) — curve3 for a Si:B sample (N53.631016 cm23

andK55.531025) at T54.2 K. Theds15 andds10 curves are normalized to their values atE5250 V/cm.
250 250JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Mel’nikov et al.
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E50. Under these conditions the static conductivitys(E) was identical to the dark
conductivity.

3. The functions(E) for a Si:B sample (N53.631016 cm23, K55.531025) at
T54.2 K is displayed in Fig. 1~curve1!. One can see thats(E) appears in a threshold
manner atE5EM'50 V/cm. In the regionEM,Eq ('180 V/cm! the conductivitys(E)
increases by approximately a factor of 102 according to the lawsM;expa E. These
properties as well as the temperature dependence of the conductivity~not presented here!
make it possible to identifys(E) for E,Eq with the conductivitysM described in Sec.
1. ForE.Eq a sharp intensification of theE dependence of the conductivity is observe
Quasi-breakdown arises, ands(E) 5sq .

The same figure displays the PC signals~variations of the conductivity! at the
frequencies\v515 meV~curve2 — ds15) and\v510 meV~curve3 — ds10). Curves
2 and3 are normalized to their values atE5250 V/cm. The PC signalds15 appears for
E.EM and ds10 appears forE.Eq . We note that both signals appear in a thresh
manner.

4. Let us now discuss the results obtained. We shall first determine the orig
ds15 and ds10. The ground states of the impurities~energye50) cannot serve as th
initial states for these phototransitions. If that were the case, states with energies
and 15 meV would be the final states. These are deep states with very low density
tail of the D2 band. The probability of such transitions is exponentially small, since
initial and final states are strongly localized and spatially separated. For this reason
cannot lead to appreciable PC. Theds10 andds15 signals could only be due to transition
into the free band~energye.e1'45 meV! from theD2 states. Therefore these signa
serve as an indicator of the appearance of carriers in states withe.e1215 meV '30
meV ande>e1–10 meV'35 meV. Under the experimental conditions~no filling of the
D2 states by the background radiation! the appearance of carriers in these states can
due only to the action ofE.

The ds15 and sM signals appear at the same fieldE5EM ~see Fig. 1!. The ds10

signal is absent in this intervalEM,E,Eq . This leads to the conclusion that the tran
port levele tr(E), near which the carriers determining the conductivitysM are found, lies
in a band 10–15 meV below the conduction band bottom: 30 meV,e tr,35 meV.

Theds10 signal appears for fieldsE.Eq . The conductivitysq appears at the sam
field. Hence it follows thatsq is due to the motion of carriers near the levele5e tr>35
meV.

To determine the character of the carrier motion we shall employ the resul
spectral measurements of the PC in the range\v530–45 meV.6 It was shown in Ref. 6
that in fields above a critical value a band of delocalized states appears in theD2 band
and a mobility thresholdem(E) arises. AsE increases, the delocalization band becom
wider andem shifts sharply downwards in energy right down toe5em.35 meV.

Figure 2 ~curve 1! displays the experimental dependenceem(E) for the sample
studied. One can see that the shift ofem and the appearance ofsq andds10 take place in
the same fieldE5Eq5180 V/cm. This signifies that the conductivitysq is due to delo-
calized states in theD2 band:e tr>em , i.e., this is a drift-type conductivity.
251 251JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Mel’nikov et al.
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For E,Eq the thresholdem is high or is absent altogether. Therefore, the cond
tivity sM is of a hopping nature.

In summary, the experimental results show that in crystalline silicon with the i
cated values ofN andK conduction via impurities is due to carrier motion along states
the D2 band. This is a nonequilibrium conduction which arises as a result of the fi
of the states in theD2 band by carriers in an electric field. In fields belowEq the
conduction is due to hops of carriers along localized states in theD2 band:s(E)5sM .
For E.Eq the conductivity is due to drift along delocalized states:s(E)5sq .

At the same time that carriers appear in theD2 band an equal number of vacanci
appears in the band of ground states. Thes3 conductivity increases as well. However, th
conductivity that we observed is so high that the contribution of thes3 conductivity can
certainly be neglected.

5. We shall now discuss another result which we think is interesting — the thres
character of the appearance ofsM andsq and the corresponding PC signals. It is natu
to conjecture that the states in theD2 band are filled in a fieldE by nonactivational hops
of carriers along states in the tail of the band which start from the Fermi levele5eF .
~The presence of a long tail inD2 band was discovered earlier in spectral measurem
of absorption in more heavily doped Si specimens.5! As E increases, the levele tr shifts

FIG. 2. Curve1 — em(E) for the same sample. Curve2 — schematic representation of the functione tr(E).
Dashed lines — 1G8

2 and2G8
2 excited states of boron in silicon.
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upward; this is indicated by the successive appearance of PC signals. The prese
threshold features indicates that this motion is not continuous. Curve2 in Fig. 2 shows a
schematic plot of the functione tr(E).

Boron in silicon possesses an 1G8
2 excited state with energy'30.5 meV. Trapping

to this state is an effective recombination channel for nonequilibrium carriers in theD2

band, the energy of the carriers lying near this level. This recombination band appa
retards the upward motion of the levele tr . The threshold nature of the onset ofsM and
the photoresponseds15 could be due to a shift of the levele tr out of this band. The nex
excited state (2G8

2) lies at the level'34.5 meV. In turn, it can result in a threshold effe
with higher values ofE.

However, for all samples in which thesq conductivity is observed, the thresholdE
5Eq is observed simultaneously with delocalization of theD2 states. This is hardly an
accidental coincidence. We shall show below that the filling of the band of deloca
states and hence the appearance of a drift conductivitysq should occur abruptly.

The frequencyn of carrier hops is determined by the expression

n5n0exp~22r /a!, ~1!

wherer is the hopping distance,a is the localization radius, andn0 is a constant. Nearem

the radiusa depends one:

a~e!;a0S em

em2e D s

, ~2!

wherea0 is the radius far fromem . ~The exponents is estimated to be 0.5–0.6.1! When
the energye i of the initial state is close toem , a hop to a state with a different energ
e fÞe i (e i ,e f,em) is a hop between centers with different radii:aiÞaf . In this casen
corresponds to an intermediate value ofa. However, ifai andaf differ by a sufficiently
large amount, then the frequencyn is determined by the larger of these two quantiti
Roughly speaking,ai must be used to estimaten for a downward hop andaf must be
used for an upward hop~this is evident from Eq.~2!!. Then

nup@ndown. ~3!

In the case at hand, let the top boundary of the carrier distribution atE5Eq20 be
located somewhat below 35 meV. A sudden appearance of a mobility thresholdem near
the 35 meV level~Fig. 2, curve1! destroys the balance between the upward and do
ward hops in the lower neighborhood of the levele'35 meV. A sharp restructuring o
the carrier distribution occurs: carriers strive to move upward and their density in
regione.em increases until the increasing downward flow restores dynamic equilibr

We note that in more strongly compensated specimens under the same con
neithersq nor the thresholdem nor the signalds10 is observed. This confirms the fac
that the mechanism considered above plays an important role: AsK increases, the fluc-
tuations of the Coulomb potential increase, the thresholdem shifts upward or vanishes
altogether, and an abrupt appearance of carriers in states withe.35 meV does not occur
In a certain sense the abrupt appearance of electrons above the mobility threshold
regarded as an insulator–metal transition induced by an electric field.
253 253JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Mel’nikov et al.
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Structural transformations of the cumulene form
of amorphous carbyne at high pressure
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Structural transformations of the cumulene form of amorphous carbyne
which are induced by heating at high pressure~7.7 GPa! are investi-
gated. These can be described by the sequence amorphous phase –
crystal – amorphous phase – disordered graphite. Raman scattering
shows that predominately the chain structure of carbyne remains at the
first three stages. It was found that the intermediate crystalline phase is
an unknown modification of carbon whose structure is identified as
cubic (a53.145 Å). A mechanism of structural transformations in car-
byne that involves the formation of new covalent bonds between chains
is discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00616-6#

PACS numbers: 61.43.Er

There is now virtually no doubt that, together with the well-known crystalline mo
fications of carbon, consisting of trivalent~graphite and fullerite! and tetravalent~dia-
mond and lonsdalite! carbon as well as numerous disordered phases with different
tions of atoms insp2 and sp3 states, there exists another allotropic form of carbon
carbyne.1–3 Carbyne can be synthesized by both chemical and physical methods.2,3 We
are talking about essentially an entire group of crystalline and amorphous structu
which carbon is predominately in a divalentsp state, and in addition there are two typ
of carbon chains – cumulene~5C5C5C5! with symmetric bonding of the atoms an
polyene ~–C[C–C[). The investigation of carbyne under pressure has b
sporadic,4–6 though even the physical properties of carbyne under normal conditions
not been adequately studied systematically. High pressures are of interest, on th
hand, because of the potential of synthesizing new crystalline phases of carbon a
the other, because of the possibility of controlling the fractions of atoms in hybrid
sp, sp2, andsp3 states in carbon structures.

Our objective in the present work was to study the structural transformation
255 2550021-3640/97/040255-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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amorphous cumulene carbyne and to investigate the possibility of synthesizing in a
form amorphous carbon with a high fraction ofsp3 states~amorphous diamond! under
relatively low pressures;8 GPa easily attainable in a standard apparatus. The possi
of synthesizing the amorphoussp3 phase of carbon~up to ;80% sp3 states! exists, for
example, in the case when fullerite C60 is heated up to temperatures;500 °C even at
P512.5 GPa.7 In the course of the investigations it was found, however, that und
pressure of 7.7 GPa a nontrivial sequence of transformations of carbyne is observe
narrow temperature interval 200–500°C: amorphous phase→ crystal→ amorphous
phase. In addition, the intermediate crystalline phase is a new modification of carbo
can be identified in a cubic system. We report the results of x-ray diffraction and Ra
spectroscopy investigations of carbyne specimens obtained after heating under pr

The initial amorphous carbyne was synthesized by low-temperature dehydroh
enization of polyvinylidene chloride.2,3 The experiments were performed under qua
hydrostatic conditions in different modifications of a ‘‘toroid’’ type chamber, which w
gauged according to transitions in Bi, Sn, and Fe. The samples were heated both
graphite or Pd heater-container and Ta heaters with an insulating NaCl containe
temperature was measured with a Chromel–Alumel thermocouple. The x-ray me
ments were performed by the powder method~Cu Ka radiation! and on a DRON-2
diffractometer (MoKa) with a crystal monochromator. The density of the samples
determined by the pycnometric method. The Raman spectra were measured in the
scattering geometry on a Jobin–Yvon T64000 triple spectrometer with a liquid-nitro
cooled CCD matrix. The 514.5 nm line of an argon laser was used for excitatio
10-mW beam was focused to a spot less than 10–20mm in diameter. Varying the powe
of laser excitation we did not observe any structural changes in the Raman sp
Special attention was devoted to monitoring the impurities. This was done by
spectrometry both before and after synthesis. The total amount of impurities di
exceed 1%; K, Cl, and Si were present in appreciable quantities.

The x-ray diffraction data for carbyne phases obtained under pressure are disp
in Fig. 1. Simple compression of carbyne and heating up to about 200°C have vir
no effect on the structure of the initial carbyne, which is strongly disordered~curve1!.
Heating in the range 200–400°C results in the formation of a new crystalline p
~curve2!. However, when the temperature is further increased the crystalline reflec
vanish ~curve 3!, i.e., solid-phase amorphization of a new phase is observed. At
synthesis temperatures (Tsyn;700–900 °C! structural transformations lead to a pha
with a much sharper diffraction pattern~curve4!. This pattern corresponds to disorder
carbon with predominantlysp2 hybridization of the atoms, i.e., a graphite-like structu
The observed sequence of transformations is statistically reliable~more than 50 speci-
mens were synthesized!, and the diffraction data obtained in MoKa radiation give
similar results. Preliminary investigations show that atP512.5 GPa the pattern of trans
formations of carbyne remains qualitatively the same; the only change is a shift i
direction of lower temperatures.

The crystalline phase of carbon~Fig. 1, curve2! is identified well in the cubic
system with lattice parametera53.14560.004 Å. A careful analysis of the literature an
the structural data bases showed that this modification has been unknown thus fa
thermore, practically all known crystalline forms of carbyne have a hexagonal syste1–3
256 256JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Varfolomeeva et al.
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corresponding to hexagonal packing of linear chains of different length.1,8 In the cubic
system, there are no extinctions of any reflections in the new phase. This limit
possible symmetry group of the lattice to the following:P23, Pm3, P432, P4̄3m, and
Pm3m. The new phase of carbon is stable both under normal conditions~at least for a
few months! and at a higher pressureP512.5 GPa. Increasing the holding time
carbyne atTsyn5400 °C under pressure from 1 min to 1 h results in a narrowing of the
diffraction lines of the crystalline phase. This corresponds to the growth kinetic
crystallites of the new phase.

The Raman scattering spectra corresponding to different stages of the stru
evolution of carbyne under pressure are shown in Fig. 2. It was found that the R
spectra of the compressed initial carbyne, the samples with the new crystalline phas
the amorphous samples obtained atTsyn;500–600 °C are very similar. In these spec
a series of wide bands of different intensities is observed~near 460, 640, 1020, 1260
1390, 1600, 1800, and 2000 cm21) against the background of strong irregular scatteri
This means that the interaction of the neighboring atoms in different phases is
short-range character, i.e., a predominantly chain structure of the covalent bonds
served. The presence of a line near 2000 cm21, characteristic of fragments of the cumu
lene chain,9,10 also confirms this conclusion.

For Tsyn>700 °C the Raman scattering spectra change substantially~Fig. 2, curve4!
and become identical to the spectra of microcrystalline and disordered graphite11 In
addition, the lines near 1800 and 2000 cm21 vanish. With allowance for the structura
data, these changes can be clearly interpreted as a process of graphitization of c

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns~CuKa) of carbyne after heating under pressureP57.7 GPa followed by
quenching. The intensity is displayed as a function of the scattering wave vectorQ54p sinu/l (2u is the
scattering angle andl the radiation wavelength!.
257 257JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Varfolomeeva et al.
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though the experimentalP–T parameters correspond to regions of stability of diamond
the phase diagram. The possible formation of separate diamond-like clusters can
ruled out, but higher temperatures and pressures are apparently required in ord
carbyne to transform into diamond~see, for example, Ref. 6!.

The Raman spectra of the initial carbyne in our case are different from the spec
cumulene carbyne, which are presented in Ref. 12. This could be due to the dif
morphology of the interchain covalent-bond cross-links, which are usually prese
some extent in carbyne,1,3 and the fact that the cumulene fragments between cross-
are of different length, as the dynamical analysis in Ref. 9 indicates. On the other
the Raman spectra obtained are in qualitatively good agreement with the infrared a
tion spectra of cumulene carbyne.9 Specifically, a minimum of the intensity is observe
near 1500 cm21 and the edge of a wide band is observed near 1000 cm21.

The conclusion that a predominantly chain structure~different from the two-
dimensional structure in graphite! is preserved in different phases obtained at synth
temperaturesTsyn<600 °C is confirmed by comparing the macroscopic characteristic
different samples. Their density is close, falling in the range 1.5–1.8 g/cm3, and they are
very soft~softer than graphite! and at the same time very brittle. The experimental val
of the density of the specimens with the new crystal phase varied from'1.6 g/cm3 for
samples obtained after synthesis atP57.7 GPa up to'1.8 g/cm3 for samples obtained
after additional compression up to 12.5 GPa. In the case of the new crystalline p
these values correspond to the filling interval 2.5–2.8 atoms per cubic cell. Each
most likely contains three atoms. The fact that the cumulene chains~or their fragments!
remain in the new crystalline phase imposes serious geometric restrictions on the ar
ment of the carbon atoms in a cell, since the double-bond length in carbon molecule
structures varies very little in the range 1.28–1.34 Å, depending on the type of hy
ization (sp or sp2) of the atoms participating in the bond.13

An exact identification of the structure of the new cubic phase requires addit
investigations, including the observation of electron diffraction from a single crysta

FIG. 2. Raman spectra of phases with structure corresponding to the diffraction curves in Fig. 1~the numbering
of the curves is the same as in Fig. 1!.
258 258JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Varfolomeeva et al.
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careful analysis of the possible cubic lattices enabled us to suggest a model
structure of the new cubic modification of carbon based on filling of half of the six

positions, since the only possible positions of atoms with a multiplicity of three (1
200,

0 1
20, 001

2 or 1
2

1
20, 1

20
1
2, 01

2
1
2) correspond to nearest-neighbor distances which are too la

In this model, a cell withP23 symmetry consisting of six atoms with the positionsx00,
0x0, 00x, x̄00, 0x̄0, and 00x̄ is studied. Choosingx'0.293, the distance between th
nearest neighbors, both along the edge of a cubic cell~for example, betweenx00 and
12x.00) and along the diagonals of the faces~betweenx00 and 0x0 and so on! is found
to be 1.305 Å, which is very close to the bond length in the cumulene chain 1.2821 It
was found that infinite kinked carbon chains can be packed in such a lattice
enormous number of different ways, each cell being half-filled on the average.
corresponding structures can be both translationally symmetric and with a disor
packing of the chains. The disordered character of the packing of the chains ma
possible to explain the absence of distinct crystalline features in the Raman spect
the ease with which such a phase is formed from an amorphous conglomerate of c
In the model the bond length in a chain 1.305 Å is close to the length of the double
between atoms insp andsp2 states~the length of thesp 5sp bond is 1.282 Å,sp5sp2

— 1.310 Å, andsp25sp2 — 1.338 Å13!. This could be due to the existence of covale
cross-links between chains and interaction ofp clouds of contiguous atoms in differen
chains. The appearance of additional cross-links could be one reason for the crys
tion of the cubic phase, though the role of van-der-Waals forces between the c
should not be underestimated.

It is surprising that the amorphous phases of carbyne taken before crystallizat
the cubic modification (Tsyn<200 °C! and after it becomes disordered~500–600 °C!
have very similar x-ray diffraction curves and Raman spectra. However, a detailed a

FIG. 3. Interference oscillations of the x-ray scattering intensity for compressed initial carbyne and an
phous phase obtained by heating. The oscillations were obtained after the average line, approximat
polynomial, is subtracted out.
259 259JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Varfolomeeva et al.
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sis of the structural data makes it possible to determine the differences~Fig. 3!. A peak
near 3 Å21 appears in the diffraction curves of the higher-temperature specimens
natural to attribute this peak to an increase in the fraction of atoms in thesp2 state~see
Fig. 1, curve4 for graphite-like carbon!. Therefore, the amorphization of the crystallin
phase is probably due to the formation of additional cross-links between chains as a
of an increase in the temperature. In this case the length of the individual bonds in a
should increase, and the lattice as a whole should become disordered and then
pose.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the observed sequence of transformation
apparently be explained by the formation of new covalent bonds, induced by a tem
ture increase, as well as by the competition between two types of interactions — va
Waals and covalent. Massive graphitization of carbyne occurs at high temperatures
detailed structural investigations of the new crystalline phase should clarify the m
nism of the transformations occurring in amorphous cumulene carbyne.

We are grateful to N. V. Kalyaeva, R. A. Sadykov, and R. N. Voloshin for assis
in the experiments. This work was sponsored by the Russian Fund for Fundam
Research~Grants 95-02-03677 and 96-02-17328a!.
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Some special features of the transition to chaos in the
self-modulation of surface spin waves

V. E. Demidov and N. G. Kovshikov
St. Petersburg State Electrical Engineering University, 197376 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 10 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 243–246~25 August 1997!

The results of experimental investigations of the transition from regular
to stochastic self-modulation of intense surface spin waves are pre-
sented. It is found that the transition to chaos follows the scenario of a
sequence of period-doubling bifurcations. The fractal dimensions and
the Kolmogorov entropy are determined for different regimes. The ex-
periments are performed on an apparatus consisting of a microwave
oscillator with a spin-wave delay line in the feedback circuit. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00716-0#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 82.40.Bj

The stochastic behavior of nonlinear systems has been attracting investigato
quite a long time. The development in recent years of a mathematical framework
makes it possible to analyze the results obtained in this field has breathed new lif
this problem. The introduction of concepts such as a strange attractor, fractal, f
dimension, and Kolmogorov entropy~see, for example, Refs. 1 and 2! has made it
possible to estimate quantitatively the characteristics of the stochastic behavior o
tems.

It is known that the nonlinearity of the response of a spin system to an ext
microwave magnetic field can result in self-modulation of spin oscillations and wa3

The envelope can acquire a chaotic character. These effects were observed and st
detail in bulk ferrite specimens~see, for example, Refs. 4 and 5!. They have also been
investigated in thin ferrite films for a number of special cases~see, for example, Refs
6–8!. At the same time, a complete picture of stochastic phenomena in films still doe
exist. This is stimulating further investigations of such phenomena with the applicati
modern mathematical techniques. The objective of the present work is to investiga
transition from regular to chaotic self-modulation of intense surface spin waves in ytt
iron garnet~YIG! films under conditions of a first-order decay instability.

An apparatus consisting of a microwave oscillator with a spin-wave delay line in
feedback circuit was used to investigate the self-modulation processes. The experi
conditions corresponded to the first-order decay instability of spin waves.9 On account of
the low power thresholdPth of nonlinear phenomena in ferrite films,10 the nonlinearity of
this system is due to the nonlinearity of the ferrite spin system, and the active elem~a
Mini-Circuits VNA-25 monolithic amplifier! can be regarded as linear. Epitaxial YI
films ranging in thickness from 10 to 43mm with a saturation magnetization of 1750
and a linear dissipation parameter of the order of 0.5 Oe were used in the experim
261 2610021-3640/97/040261-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The excitation and detection of surface spin waves propagating under a metallic
pressed to the surface of the film were accomplished with 30mm wide microstrip trans-
ducers separated by a distance of 10 mm. A model of the delay line was placed in
Oe magnetic field oriented tangent to the surface of the film. The carrying frequen
the oscillations under these conditions was equal to approximately 3250 MHz. Th
crowave signal powerPIN at the entrance of the YIG film was varied with a regulab
attenuator connected in series with the delay line. The microwave signal generated
system was detected in order to distinguish the amplitude-modulation signal an
result was fed to an ADC connected to a computer for further analysis.

The attractors of the system were reconstructed from the time seriesU(t) obtained.
The reconstruction of the phase space was accomplished by the delay method.11 The
components of thed-dimensional vectorx(t) in phase space in this case were obtained
shifting the signalU(t) in time by some delayt:

x~ t !5$U~ t !,U~ t1t!, . . . ,U~ t1~d21!t!%.

The dimensiond of the phase space is called the embedding dimension of the attr
and is determined by the number of degrees of freedom participating in the oscill
motion.

Figure 1 displays projections of the attractors on thex1–x2 plane and the spectra o
the initial time series with different powersPIN for a 43mm thick film. It is evident from

FIG. 1. Projections of attractors and spectra of the modulation signal.
262 262JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 V. E. Demidov and N. G. Kovshikov
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the figure that as the power fed into the system increases, the initially regular modu
evolves into a stochastic modulation. In the case of Fig. 1a, corresponding toPIN5410
mW, only one frequency,f 05520 kHz, and its harmonics are observed in the modula
spectrum. After the first period-doubling bifurcation atPIN5480mW ~Fig. 1b! a second
frequency,f 15 f 0/2, appears in the spectrum. As the input power increases furth
redistribution of energy in the spectrum occurs~see Fig. 1c, corresponding toPIN5600
mW! and forPIN5680 mW a second period-doubling bifurcation occurs~Fig. 1d! with
the frequencyf 25 f 0/4 appearing. When the power level reachesPIN5750 mW, sharp
stochastization of the attractor occurs~Fig. 1e!. The modulation spectrum becomes co
tinuous.

As the process evolves, the fundamental frequencyf 0 and the multiple frequencie
f 1 and f 2 shift into the high-frequency part of the spectrum by approximately 240 k

The above-described path of the transition to chaos agrees with the universal F
baum scenario,12 which is partially disrupted by the presence of external noise, a
manifested in the appearance of stochasticity even after only two period-dou
bifurcations.13

To analyze the regimes described above, the fractal dimensionsD of the attractors,
showing the internal arrangement of the set of points of the attractor and the Kolmo
entropyK, which shows the average rate of loss of information about the system in
were calculated.1 A computational procedure based on correlation integrals was used14,15

The correlation integral

Cd~ l !5 lim
N→`

1

N2 (
i , j

N

u@ l 2uuxi2xj uu#

characterizes the relative number of pairs of points belonging to an attractor whic
separated by a distance less thanl . Here d is the dimension of the phase space~the
embedding dimension of the attractor!, N is the number of analyzed points,u(x) is the
Heaviside step function, andixi is the norm in phase space. The slope of the cu
log Cd(log l) in the limit l→0 equals numerically the correlation dimension of the attr
tor Dc in the d-dimensional phase space; this dimension is a lower bound on the fr
dimension. The distance between the neighboring curves in the limitsl→0 andd→`
divided by the time stept equals numerically the correlation entropy is a lower bound
the Kolmogorov entropy.

Curves ofD versus the embedding dimensiond of attractors in different regimes ar
displayed in Fig. 2a~the numbers on the curves correspond to the number of the re
in Fig. 1!. As d increases, the curves saturate, reaching a constant level. The num
value of this level gives the true fractal dimension, and the value ofd for which satura-
tion occurs gives the true embedding dimension of the attractor. It is evident from
figure thatD51 in regime1, i.e., the attractor consists of a closed trajectory of a lim
cycle. Regimes2–4 are characterized byD,2, indicating that the external noise partial
disrupts the closure of the trajectories on the attractor. For regime5 one hasD52.3. This
attests to the fact that the attractor is topologically a ribbon and possesses the prop
mixing of trajectories, which is characteristic of strange attractors.
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Another fact pointing to the existence of determinate chaos is the sharp jump
Kolmogorov entropy accompanying the transition to regime5 ~see Fig. 2b!. It is known
that the Kolmogorov entropy characterizes the rate of divergence of the trajectories
attractor, i.e., mixing of the trajectories intensifies sharply at a transition to regime5.

The results obtained are convincing evidence supporting the existence of de
nate chaos in the system investigated. The attractor of the system in phase sp
stochastic, which is expressed in the mixing and exponential divergence of the
trajectories as well as in the fractal structure of the attractor. The computed quant
characteristics show that the attractor has a low dimension (D52.3), attesting to the
small number of active degrees of freedom, i.e., the small number of parametr
coupled spin waves which exchange energy. The transition to chaos follows the m
scenario of a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations.

I am deeply grateful to B. A. Kalinikos for a discussion of the results obtained in
work.

This work was sponsored by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
96-02-19515!.
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Magnetism and structural phase transitions in LiTmF 4
powders

A. V. Klochkov and V. V. Naletov
Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, Russia

I. R. Mukhamedshin, M. S. Tagirov, and D. A. Tayurski 
Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, Russia; University of Kanazawa, 920-11
Kanazawa, Japan

H. Suzuki
University of Kanazawa, 920-11 Kanazawa, Japan

~Submitted 19 June 1997; resubmitted 10 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 247–250~25 August 1997!

The field ~0–5.5 T! and temperature~2–300 K! dependences of the
magnetization of LiTmF4 powders with particle sizes of 1mm and
56–400mm are investigated experimentally and theoretically. It is con-
cluded that a transition layer exists between the thulium ions in the bulk
and the ions at the surface. Two magnetic-field-induced structural
phase transitions are observed at low temperatures, and the temperature
dependence of the critical magnetic fields is established. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00816-5#

PACS numbers: 61.43.Gt, 75.30.Kz, 75.60.Ej

The discovery of Tm31 defect paramagnetic centers on the surface of finely
persed powders of the van Vleck dielectric paramagnet LiTmF4 ~Ref. 1! has stimulated
further investigation of their magnetic properties. Such investigations are of interest
from the standpoint of gaining a deeper understanding of the nature of the mag
coupling of the nuclear spins in liquid3He and the solid-state paramagnetic substrate2–4

and for determining the possibility of achieving dynamic polarization of the nucle
liquid 3He through the use of van Vleck paramagnets.5 In the present work we investi
gated two types of LiTmF4 powders: finely dispersed powder with characteristic part
size of 1mm ~sampleS! and powder with large particles~sampleB) with sizes in the
range 56–400mm. It is known6 that the magnetic properties of LiTmF4 crystals are
highly anisotropic and therefore all experiments were performed on nonoriented po
fixed in Stycast 1266A epoxy resin. This prevented the particles from rotating in
magnetic fields and simplified the averaging procedure in the calculations. The proc
for preparing the powders is described in our early works.1,3

The temperature dependence of the magnetization of the samples in the temp
interval 2–300 K and the dependence of the magnetization on the applied magneti
in the interval 0–5.5 T were measured with a dc-SQUID model MPSM~Quantum De-
sign!.

Figure 1 displays the measurement results for the field dependence of the ma
266 2660021-3640/97/040266-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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zationM (B0) of theB andS samples as well as the computational results. As one can
from the figure, the magnetization of the sampleB grows monotonically in fields up to 4
T. This dependence cannot be described even on the basis of exact diagonalization
Hamiltonian

H05HCEF1HZ , ~1!

whereHCEF describes the crystalline electric field andHZ is the Zeeman interaction with
the applied magnetic field~see the dotted line in Fig. 1!. This is understandable, consid
ering the strong electron–deformation interaction in LiTmF4 ~Ref. 7!. Taking this inter-
action into account in first-order perturbation theory using the parameters from R
gives good agreement with experiment~solid line in Fig. 1!. The magnetization of sampl
S also grows monotonically in fields up to 4 T. The additional contribution to the t
magnetization is clearly seen. However, this contribution cannot be attributed only t
appearance of defect paramagnetic centers Tm31 ~Ref. 1!. This is confirmed by investi-
gations of the temperature dependence of the magnetization~Fig. 2! in weak magnetic
fields (B051023 T). In such weak fields magnetostriction effects can be neglected
that a calculation for sampleB using the Hamiltonian~1! gives excellent agreement wit
experiment~the solid line1 in Fig. 2!. The dotted line represents the computation
results obtained for the sampleS taking account of the Tm31 defect paramagnetic cente
(g511.6,D50.3 cm21, concentration 0.4%!.1 To understand the nature of the addition
contribution, it is sufficient to start from a simple precondition. During the preparatio
the finely dispersed powder, the crystal structure undergoes distortions in the last
near the surface of the crystalline particles. The strongest distortions at the surface
particles result in the formation of Tm31 defect paramagnetic centers, and in a layer n
the surface the Stark structure of the Tm31 ions gradually transforms with increasin
distance from the surface into a structure characteristic for a single crystal~Fig. 3!. Since

FIG. 1. Field dependence of the magnetization (h — sampleB, n — sampleS) at T52 K. The dotted line
corresponds to the computational results obtained with the Hamiltonian~1!; the solid line shows the resul
obtained with the electron–deformation interactions taken into account~see text!.
267 267JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Klochkov et al.
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the total magnetization is measured, it is impossible to obtain detailed information
the local distortions of the crystal field, as was done in the investigation of the op
absorption spectra of Tm31 ions in LiTmF4 with paramagnetic impurities.9,10 However,
even the rough assumption that this transition layer contains one type of Stark spe

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetization (s — sampleB, h — sampleS). The solid line1
corresponds to the computational results obtained with the Hamiltonian~1!. The dotted line shows the compu
tational results obtained taking account of the defect paramagnetic ions Tm31 ~concentration 0.4% relative to
the lattice ions!. The solid line2 was obtained by taking account of both the defect paramagnetic centers an
ions with altered Stark structure in the transition layer. Inset: Difference of the magnetizations of samB
andS.

FIG. 3. Arrangement of the lower levels of the Stark structure of Tm31 ions (3H6 term! in different parts of a
crystal particle: ordinary van Vleck ions in the nucleus of the particle (A), van Vleck ions in the transition laye
(B), and paramagnetic ions directly at the surface of the particle (C).
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of the Tm31 ion, with splittings of 10 and 45 cm21 from the main singlet to the subleve
of the doublet split by the distortions of the crystal field instead of 32 cm21 in the
undistorted crystal lattice~see Fig. 3!, gives fairly good qualitative and quantitativ
agreement with a physically reasonable number of ions in the transition layer~4% of the
total number of thulium ions!. The lack of detailed information about the crystal-fie
parameters and the electron–deformation interaction constants in the transition
makes it impossible to perform calculations of the field dependence of the magnetiz
of the sampleS.

As one can see from Fig. 1, for both samples some anomalies are observed
field dependence of the magnetization in high magnetic fields~exceeding 3.7 T!. In a
more careful investigation of the field dependence of the magnetization in the fields
T, we observed two jumps in the curveM (B0) which convincingly attest to structura
phase transitions in this material. Figure 4 displays a characteristic example of the
surement ofM (B0) at T56 K. The observed transitions can be characterized by
magnitudes of the magnetization jumpDM1 andDM2 as well as the critical fieldsBc1

and Bc2 in which they occur. The jumpsDM1 and DM2 are virtually temperature-
independent, while the critical magnetic fields exhibit a pronounced temperature d
dence~Fig. 5!. Although the existing information is inadequate for drawing defin
conclusions about structural phase transitions in LiTmF4, there is no doubt that suc
transitions do occur, since a magnetic-field-induced structural phase transition due
cooperative Jahn–Teller effect has already been observed in the van Vleck param
TmPO4 with the initial magnetic properties.11 Structural transformations in the compoun
LiTmF4 itself under low hydrostatic pressures were discovered in the169Tm NMR data
and in the ESR of the Er31 impurity ions.12 It is obvious that a better understanding
the nature of the structural transformations in LiTmF4 as well as information about th
two additional equilibrium crystal structures appearing in strong magnetic fields ca
obtained only by investigating single-crystal samples by radio spectroscopy me
~ESR of impurity rare-earth ions, Tm31 submillimeter ESR, and19F NMR! as well as
x-ray crystallographic analysis in fields of 4 T at low temperatures.

We thank M. A. Teplov and B. Z. Malkin for their interest in this work, R. Y

FIG. 4. Example of a magnetic-field-induced structural phase transition in sampleS at T56 K.
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in the measurements of the magnetization of the samples.
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the critical magnetic fields in sampleS.
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Specific features of the dielectric spectra of the liquid
crystal 5CB in the decimeter wavelength range

B. A. Belyaev, N. A. Drokin, V. F. Shabanov, and V. N. Shepov
L. V. Kirenski� Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scienc
660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia

~Submitted 14 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 251–253~25 August 1997!

The dispersion and anisotropy of the permittivity of the liquid crystal
5CB in the solid, nematic, and isotropic phases are investigated at
frequencies ranging from 50 to 1000 MHz using discretely tunable
hybrid microstrip cavities. Resonance features which grow with in-
creasing temperature are observed in the dielectric spectra. It is found
that the section of the dispersion which is due to oriented vibrations of
the mesophase molecules covers the frequency range almost up to 300
MHz, and the resonances found could be due to conformational vibra-
tions of the molecules. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00916-X#

PACS numbers: 77.84.Nh, 83.70.Jr, 77.22.Ch

The dispersion of the permittivity of liquid crystals is largely due to orientatio
mechanisms of the polarization of mesophase molecules.1 The following facts have been
established: For nematic liquid crystals~NLCs! the relaxation rates of the rotation o
molecules around their short or long axis range from 1 kHz to 10 MHz.2,3 However,
investigations show that the characteristic motions of molecules and the correspo
relaxation rates are much more diverse. Specifically, some relaxation times and
physical interpretation have been obtained using Cole–Cole plots in studies of the d
tric spectra of NLCs over a wide frequency range.2–4 Measurements of the dielectri
characteristics at frequencies above 10 MHz have been performed at only six
frequencies.4

In the present work we investigated the dielectric permittivity and anisotropy sp
of the liquid crystal 5CB in the frequency range that is most difficult to access ex
mentally: from 50 to 1000 MHz. The measurements were performed on ring-sh
hybrid microstrip cavities~sensors! with a cell for the experimental material. The cell w
fabricated in the form of vertical parallel plates at the antinodes of the rf electric field5 A
NLC sample was poured into the 100mm gap between the plates and held there
surface tension forces. Discrete tuning of the frequency of the cavities with a smal
was accomplished by connecting miniature calibrated inductive elements into the
in the ring in the region of a current antinode. The measurements were performe
thermostatic chamber, and the temperature was maintained constant to within 0.1

The real componente8 of the permittivity of the NLC was determined according
the shift of the resonance frequency of the sensor with the sample relative to the
271 2710021-3640/97/040271-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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sensor. Benzene (e52.28) was used as the reference material for calibrating the cav
As a result, the absolute accuracy achieved in determininge8 was not lower than 0.02. To
measure the anisotropy of the permittivity of the liquid crystal~difference ofe i ande')
the sensor with the thermostatic chamber in place was immersed in a static fieldH52200
Oe generated by an electromagnet. The field oriented the director of the NLC mole
either parallel to or perpendicular to the direction of the rf pump field.

Figure 1 displays the spectra of the real componentse i8 ande'8 of the permittivity of
the experimental liquid crystal~curves1 and2, respectively!. The spectra were measure
for the ordered nematic phase at temperaturet520 °C. One can see that the dispersion
e i8 and e'8 is strongest in the range 50–500 MHz. In addition, both curves have a
nounced minimum near 300 MHz and a sharp maximum near 350 MHz. It is also ev
that the anisotropye'8 2e i8'0.5 at 50 MHz decreases monotonically with increas
frequency and practically vanishes above 300 MHz.

Figure 1 also displays the frequency dependence of the relative difference o
imaginary components of the permittivityh5(e i92e'9 )/e'9 ~curve3!, characterizing the
anisotropy of dielectric loss in the sample. This curve was constructed according
change in the intensity of the resonance of the sensor with the sample in place fo
orientations of the static magnetic field. In the experimenth was determined with an
absolute accuracy of 0.01 or better. One can see that the anisotropy of the die
losses has two maxima, near 300 and 500 MHz, separated by a deep minimum ne
MHz at the location of the maxima ofe'8 ande i8 . It is known3 that in the crystal under
study the anisotropy of the dielectric loss practically vanishes near 10 MHz, whe
maximum ofe9 due to the resonant vibrational motions of the molecules is obser
However, the experiment shows that even at 50 MHzh'0.3 and it increases with
frequency, reaching a maximumh'0.8 at 500 MHz, and then decreases monotonica
with increasing frequency toh'0.5 at 1000 MHz.

Figure 2 displays thee'8 spectra, measured for three different states of the
sophase of a 5CB crystal — solid (t510 °C!, liquid nematic (t525 °C!, and liquid
isotropic (t550 °C!. One can see that the dispersion is strongest for the nematic p

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of the real components of the permittivity (e i8 — curve1, e'8 — curve2! and
of the anisotropy of the dielectric loss~curve3! in the nematic phase of the liquid crystal.
272 272JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Belyaev et al.
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and the isotropic liquid~curves2, 3!. There is virtually no dispersion in the solid state
the entire frequency range~curve 1! with the exception of the region near 300 MH
where a weak dispersion is clearly seen. As the temperature increases, the special f
of the dispersion which were observed near 300 MHz intensify, and after the tran
into the isotropic liquid an entire series of additional peaks at lower and higher freq
cies ~curve3! appears.

It is interesting to note that as the temperature increases, the componente8 of the
permittivity increases in the entire frequency range with the exception of a small re
near 300 MHz, where it changes very little~see curves2 and3!. Experiment shows tha
the componente9 of the permittivity also increases monotonically with temperature in
entire frequency range. However, at temperatures of phase transitions from the soli
into the nematic phase and from the nematic phase into an isotropic liquid, the diel
losses increase in small jumps, which are well detected in the intensity of the reso
of the sensor.

Comparing curves1 and2 in Fig. 1, one can see that the orientation of the direc
of the molecules relative to the rf electric field influences the dispersion spectra on
frequencies ranging from 50 to 300 MHz, where a monotonic decrease withe'8 ande i8
converging at the same time are observed. It is obvious that this section is a contin
of the high-frequency slope of the dispersion curves resulting from the resonance
orientational oscillations of the molecules.

The resonance features in the dispersion curves at frequencies above 300 M
apparently due to intramolecular conformational motions of flexible molec
fragments.4 They could lead, specifically, to resonances of the long alkyl chains of
‘‘tails’’ or strongly polar C–N groups.6 This conclusion is also confirmed by temperatu
investigations of the permittivities, whence it follows that the high-frequency resona
in the dispersion curvese8( f ) are most pronounced with increasing temperature in
isotropic phase of the NLC. Furthermore, the anisotropy of the dielectric loss, which
pronounced in the nematic phase, practically vanishes in the isotropic phase of the
crystal.

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of the real componente8 of the permittivity of the liquid crystal in the solid
phase~curve1!, the nematic phase~curve2!, and the isotropic phase~curve3!.
273 273JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Belyaev et al.
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Ferromagnetism of manganese compounds

R.O. Za tsev
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 15 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 254–259~25 August 1997!

It is shown on the basis of the notion of a strong electron–electron
interaction in the unit cell that a ferromagnetic instability is possible in
a system with hops between manganese cations and oxygen anions. The
phase diagram for the existence of ferromagnetic ordering as a function
of the degrees of underfillingnp andnt of the 2p6 shell of oxygen and
the 3tg

6 shell of manganese, respectively, is constructed. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01016-5#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Cc

Strong Hubbard repulsion within a unit cell causes a substantial increase in the
part of the magnetic susceptibility.1 However, it can be shown2 that as the electron
density increases, the electron–electron scattering amplitude calculated at the Fer
face decreases, making it impossible for ferromagnetism to arise in the entire dom
applicability of the gas approximation. These arguments, which are confirmed by c
calculations, actually pertain only to electronics states with two internal spin degrees
freedom. In the antiferromagnetic compound La31Mn31O3

22 the manganese cations a
in a trivalent state, so that the manganese possesses two holes in the six-electront2g shell.

The manganese ions in the antiferromagnetic compound Ca21Mn41O3
22 are in a

tetravalent state. This corresponds to the presence of three holes in thet2g
6 shell.3

Denoting the number of holes in thet2g
6 shell of Mn bynt and the number of holes

in the 2p6 shell of the oxygen anions O22 by np , the condition of electrical neutrality fo
the compound La(12x)

31 Mex
21MnO3 can be expressed in form

nt13np5x12. ~1!

Herex,1 is the concentration of divalent group-II metallic substituent ions Me~Ca, Sr,
Ba!.

As the numbernp of oxygen holes varies from 0 to 1, the number of holes at
cations varies from 3 to 0.

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND GENERAL RELATIONS

In compounds with the perovskite structure, the most probable hops are those
occur between the cations of the transition element located at the center of a simple
unit cell and the closest oxygen anions located at the centers of the faces.

We shall assume that the hops occur without a change in the spin projection, s
the Hamiltonian is determined by a single hopping integralt(r )
275 2750021-3640/97/040275-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Here,m is the chemical potential,s56 is the spin index,H is the external mag-
netic field, the crystal indexl assumes three values (h5xy, yz, zx) when thet2g shell
is filled and three values (n5x, y,z) when thep shell is filled.

In compounds of the perovskite type~La, Me!MnO3 the threefold degenerate stat
of the manganese cations overlap with the three oxygen anions, each of which is
degenerate.

In the very simple approximation employed each state of the manganese c
overlaps independently with twop states of the four nearest oxygen anions. According
the equations for the single-particle Green’s function decouple into three indepe
equations.

The Hubbard energy for both manganese and oxygen is the largest energy p
eter. For this reason, to simplify the calculations we shall assume it to be infinite.4

Under this assumption the problem must be solved separately for each integ
terval of variation of the variablent .

According to the electrical-neutrality condition~1!, the analysis must be confined t
the range of values of the variablenp from 0 to 1.

The experimental data show that the manganese cations in the comp
~La, Ca!MnO3 possess a positive charge between13 and14. Hence we conclude that in
this compound thed-electron states of manganese resonate between 3d3 and 3d4 states.
According to the electrical-neutrality condition~1!, in the hole approximation these stat
correspond to the range 2,nt,3, where resonance between the two- and three-par
t2g states occurs.

For this reason we shall examine the case 2,nt,3 in detail.

2. THE INTERVAL 2,nt,3

The lowest three-particle state possesses spinS53/2 and is quadruply spin
degenerate:

âs
1b̂s

1ĉs
1u&, Sz53s/2;

1

A3
~ âs̄

1
b̂s

1ĉs
1u&1âs

1b̂s̄
1

ĉs
1u&1âs

1b̂s
1ĉs̄

1u&), Sz5s/2. ~3!

We shall construct the nine spin-1 two-particle states from the three different p
ucts of the pair creation operators. The two-particle states3A2 with the lowest energy
possess spinS51:
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âs
1b̂s

1u0&, ~Sz5s!;
â↑

1b̂↓
11â↓

1b̂↑
1

A2
u0&, ~Sz50!. ~4!

We find the six remaining two-particle states by means of the cyclic transforma
a→b→c→a. The highest-energy states1E and1A1 are neglected.

The decomposition of the transition between the two- and three-particle states
the lowest energy in terms of theX operators is determined by three genealogical co
ficients:

ârs5X̂r
~0,s,su3s/2!1A2

3
X̂r

~A~yz,xz!us/2!1
1

A3
X̂r

~0,s̄ ,s̄ u s̄ /2! . ~5!

We obtain the decomposition of the two other annihilation operators from Eq.~5! by
means of the cyclic permutation operation.

In the absence of a field all average occupation numbers and the terminal facf t

~Ref. 5! can be expressed in terms ofnt — the average number of electrons per ce
Taking account of the degeneracy we obtain

3nII 14nIII 51, 18nII 112nIII 5nt , f t5
5nt26

36
. ~6!

To find the equation of state forH50 we express the occupation numbers of the thr
particle states in terms of the single-particle Green’s function at the coinciding po
Summing over the spin index we obtain

nt5214 f tK0 ; np52 f pP0 . ~7!

Here f p5(625np)/6, nF(e) is the Fermi distribution, and the sumsK0 and P0 can be
expressed in terms of the normal coordinatesapW

(6) and the excitation spectrumjpW
(6)

~defined in Eq.~17!!:

K05 (
p,l56

ap
~2l!nF~jp

~l!!, P052nF~ep!1 (
p,l56

ap
~l!nF~jp

~l!!. ~8!

The equations for the variations of the three-particle occupation numbersdnIII
(3s/2)

anddnIII
(s/2)52dnIII

(2s/2) can be obtained from the general equation for the average v
of the T-products of the annihilation operator~5! by a linear combination of three con
jugate operators with arbitrary coefficientsbs :

b1b1nIII
~3s/2!1b2b2nIII

~s/2!1b3b3nIII
~2s/2!5T (

1<k,n<3
(
v,p

bkGv
k,n~p!bnf n . ~9!

In the simplest variant of the self-consistent field approximation~Hubbard-I
approximation6! the matrix elements of the single-particle Green’s function are de
mined in terms of the inverse Green’s function for the zeroth approximation:
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Ĝv
21~p!5S ~ iv2ek!dk,n ; 2bkf knx ; 2bkf kny

2 f pnx* bn ; iv2ep ; 0

2 f pny* bn ; 0; iv2ep ;
D , ~10!

wherens5t@12exp(ips)#, b151, b25A2/3, andb35A1/3.

Varying the equation~9! we obtain

b1b1dnIII
~3/2!1b2b2dnIII

~1/2!1b3b3dnIII
~21/2!

5K0@b1b1d f 11b2b2d f 21b3b3d f 3#1~b–bW ! f dG, ~11!

whereK0 is determined in terms of the equation of state~7!: K059(nt22)/(5nt26).

If the vectorbW is assumed to be orthogonal to the vectorb, i.e., (1<k<3bkbk50,
then two relations that do not depend explicitly on the variations of the magnetic field
be obtained. We find the first equation with the conditionsb3b35b1b1 and
b2b2522b1b1

dnIII
~3/2!53dnIII

~1/2! . ~12!

Settingb250 andb3b352b1b1 we obtain a second equation

~12K0!~dnIII
~3/2!1dnIII

~1/2!!22K0dnII 50. ~13!

The variations of the terminal factors can be expressed in terms of the variations
occupation numbers

d f 15dnIII
~3/2!1dnII , d f 25dnIII

~1/2! , d f 35dnIII
~21/2!2dnII .

Using the additional conditiondnIII
(21/2)52dnIII

(1/2) we find the inverse relations

dnIII
~3/2!5d f 11d f 21d f 3 , dnIII

~1/2!5d f 2 ; dnII 52d f 22d f 3 . ~14!

We obtain a third equation by settingbk5bk . Variation of the virtual Green’s function
dG gives three types of terms

b1
2dnIII

~3s/2!1b2
2dnIII

~s/2!1b3
2dnIII

~2s/2!

5@K01Ld# (
k51,2,3

bk
2d f k

~s!1b2
f d

f p
Ldd f p2b2f dD0sdH, ~15!

where the coefficientsLd andD0 are defined as follows:

Ld5 (
p,l56

H d

dtp
2 @ tp

2nF~jp
~l!!ap

~2l!#J 2K0 , D05 (
p,l56

ap
~2l!nF8 ~jp

~l!!. ~16!

These coefficients were obtained using the explicit form of the energy spectrum an
normal coordinates

jpW
~6 !

56Ar 2

4
1b2f t f ptp

22m; ap
~6 !5

1

2F16
r

Ar 214b2f t f ptp
2G . ~17!
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Finally, we obtain the following equations for the coefficients as a function of the p
tion of the Fermi level:

m52
ep1ed

2
; r 5ep2ed ; b252; tp

25t2@22cos~px!2cos~py!#. ~18!

The equation determining the variation ofnp has a form similar to expression~15!

dnp
~s!53d f p

~s!5Lp

f p

b2f d
(

k51,2,3
bk

2d f k
~s!1@P01Lp#d f p2 f pR0sdH. ~19!

All coefficients are calculated with a zero magnetic field

Lp5 (
p,l56

H d

dtp
2 @ tp

2nF~jp
~l!!ap

~l!#J 2P012nF~ep!,

P053
np

625np
; R052nF8 ~ep!1 (

p,l56
ap

~l!nF8 ~jp
~l!!. ~20!

Thus we have a system of four equations whence we find the condition for the ap
ance of ferromagnetism:

detS 12b1
2~K01Ld! 4/32b2

2~K01Ld! 12b3
2~K01Ld! 2b2f dLd / f p

21 12 21 0

12K0 2 11K0 0

2b1
2f pLp /b2f d 2b2

2f dLp /b2f d 2b3
2f p /b2f d 32P02Lp

D 50.

The calculation of the determinant gives the condition

~32P0!@3K0~12K0!2Ld~213K0!#23LpK0~12K0!50. ~21!

The explicit values of the genealogical coefficients were substituted here:

b1
251; b2

252/3; b3
251/3; b252.

3. THE INTERVAL 1,nt,2

Let us examine the situation when thet2g states resonate between one- and two-h
states, while the number of 2p holes in the oxygen 2p6 shell is once again less than
(np,1). The occupation numbersnt vary from 1 to 2. The single-particle statesâs

1u0&,
b̂s

1u0&, and ĉs
1u0& possess spin 1/2. The lowest-energy two-particle states3A2 possess

spin S51 and are determined by relations~4!. Repeating the calculations performed
the previous section, we obtain the condition for the appearance of ferromagnetism

~32P0!@K0~12K0!2Ld~113K0!#2LpK0~12K0!50. ~22!

In this equation the coefficientsP0 andLp,d are determined by the same general relatio
~8!, ~16!, and ~20! but with different genealogical coefficients, terminal factors, a
equation of state fornt :
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b253, f t5
42nt

18
, K052

nt21

42nt
, nt5119 f tK0 . ~23!

4. THE INTERVAL 0,nt,1

In this region thet2g system resonates between unoccupied and nine single
states. The conditions for ferromagnetic instability have an especially simple form

~32P0!~12K0!5~12K0!Lp1~32P0!Ld , ~24!

where

f t5
625nt

6
; K05

nt

625nt
; nt56 f tK0 . ~25!

5. CONCLUSIONS

The large difference between the physical situation fornt,1 ~condition ~24!! and
3.nt.1 ~conditions~21! and ~22!! lies in the fact that fornt,1 the ferromagnetism
condition~24! for a small number of particles, whenK0→0, could arise only forLd or Lp

of the order of 1. In the two other regions (2.nt.1 and 3.nt.2) ferromagnetism
certainly exists even for a small number of quasiparticles, i.e., whenK0!1. The ferro-
magnetic instability vanishes whenK0'Ld , as follows from conditions~21! and ~22!.
Note that as the chemical potential increases, both quantitiesLp andLd decrease from a
positive valuewp,d to a negative value equal to211wp,d .

Therefore, for small values ofK0 the left-hand side of Eqs.~21! and ~22! are
negative. For this reason, ferromagnetic instability necessarily arises with a small d
tion of the densitynt from the value 1 or 2, since in this situation the system reson
between magnetic~Hund! states. As the density of divalent dopant cations increases
line of electrical neutrality~1! shifts to the boundary of the region of ferromagne
ordering. Correspondingly, for a fixed magnitude of the energy differencer 5ep2ed the
Curie temperature decreases with increasing concentrationx. This qualitative effect is
observed when lanthanum is replaced by calcium in the compounds La12xCaxMnO3 with
x,1/2 ~Ref. 3!.
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Pseudocritical point on the melting curve of a metastable
phase

E. G. Ponyatovski a)

Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 15 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 260–262~25 August 1997!

The possibility of the existence of a limit to which the melting curve
can be extrapolated into the metastable region is discussed. The analy-
sis is made for the example of GaSb, for which the stable and meta-
stable phases of theT–P diagram are known. When the melting curve
of the high-pressure modification is extrapolated to low pressures, it
crosses the curve of complete instability of the disordered phase at a
point k. Since the melting curve is a line of equilibrium between two
phases, one of which ceases to exist at the pointk because the mini-
mum of the thermodynamic potential that corresponds to this phase
becomes degenerate, the melting curve terminates at the pointk and
further extrapolation of the curve is physically meaningless. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01116-X#

PACS numbers: 64.60.My, 64.70.Dv

A large number of works on the investigation of solid-phase amorphization of
ferent substances subjected to high pressures have been published over the l
decades~see the reviews in Refs. 1 and 2!. In analyzing the reasons for the transition
the crystalline phases into an amorphous state the authors sometimes extrapol
melting curve of the phase of interest into its region of metastability, all the way dow
low temperatures, without discussing the admissibility of such an extrapolation.
possible characteristic features of the behavior of the thermodynamic properties of
stable disordered~liquid and amorphous! and crystalline phases along the melting cur
are neglected. The firmly established belief that the melting curve cannot terminat
liquid–vapor type critical point on account of the difference in the symmetry of the liq
and crystalline phases is considered to be completely sufficient. It is shown below f
example of the compound GaSb that in some cases the melting curve terminate
singular point and that extrapolation of the curve beyond this point is physically m
ingless.

In Ref. 3 a phenomenological two-level model of ‘‘pseudobinary solutions’’ w
used to describe the thermodynamic properties of GaSb in the disordered state
model is formally similar to the two-level model proposed earlier for calculating
T–P diagrams of the isomorphic transformation in crystalline cerium,4 with the differ-
ence that the components of the solution in this model are assumed to be not ato
different valence states, as in the case of cerium, but rather clusters with different
range order. The internal parameterC in this model is the volume density of clusters wi
281 2810021-3640/97/040281-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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higher energy. The substances to which this two-level model is applicable have a
two crystalline polymorphic modifications, which differ strongly in structure, inter
energy, and specific volume, for example, Ge, Si, GaSb, InSb, and H2O. Such two-level
systems are characterized by the existence of at least two disordered~liquid or amor-
phous! phases with different coordination numbers and volumes. They possess
stable phases in theT–P diagram for a disordered state with a first-order phase equ
rium line terminating at a liquid–vapor type critical point and with curves
thermodynamic instability of these phases. The coordinates of the critical point
strongly from system to system. For example, in the case of water the critical point o
phase equilibrium curve ‘‘disordered low-density phase — disordered high-de
phase’’ lies at a low positive pressure (;1502200 atm) and temperature of the order
230 K. The anomalies of supercooled water at atmospheric pressure are transcritic
are described well in a two-level model.5 In the case of the semiconductor elements
and Si~Ref. 6! and the compounds GaSb and InSb~Ref. 3! such a critical point lies at
negative pressures, i.e., it is a virtual point, and the curves of the metastable equili
of the disordered metallic and semiconductor phases and the instability curves of
phases cross the temperature axis at atmospheric pressure.

Figure 1 displays the metastableT–P diagram, calculated in Ref. 3, for GaSb in
disordered state. The solid line denotes the curve of equilibrium between the sem
ductor ~SA! and metallic~MA ! disordered phases; the upper dashed line is the curv
instability of the SA phase with increasing temperature or pressure and the lower d
line is the curve of instability of the MA phase with decreasing temperature or pres
and, A is a liquid–vapor type critical point. In Fig. 2 the experimental stableT–P
diagram of GaSb with curves of melting and curves of the polymorphic transformatio
the crystalline phases I and II~heavy solid lines! agrees with the computed metastab
T–P diagram of liquid and amorphous GaSb~heavy lines!. The heavy dashed line in Fig
2 represents the extrapolation of the melting curve of phase II into the region of m

FIG. 1. MetastableT–P diagram of the disordered~liquid and amorphous! GaSb: A — critical point, solid
curve — line of the phase equilibrium of the semiconductor~SA! and metallic~MA ! phases, dashed curves —
lines of instability of the SA phase~top curve! and MA phase~bottom curve!.
282 282JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 E. G. Ponyatovski 
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stability of this phase. Figure 3 shows the curves of the thermodynamic potentialG of the
disordered GaSb versus the internal parameterC at the pointsl andk ~see Fig. 2!, which
are the points of intersection of the extrapolated melting curve with the singular line
the metastableT–P diagram. These curvesG(C) were calculated in a two-level mode
using the constants presented in Ref. 3. The curvesG(C) are arbitrarily arranged relative
to the ordinate axis for visual convenience. Curve1 possesses two minima with equ
thermodynamic potentials. The minimum ofG(C) corresponds to the SA phase for lo
values ofC and the MA phase for large values ofC. As one can see from Fig. 2 and 3

FIG. 2. Stable and metastableT–P diagrams of GaSb: heavy solid curves — lines of phase equilibr
between the stable phases I, II, and liquid; the heavy dashed line is an extrapolation of the melting curv
phase II into the region where this phase is metastable; the fine lines show the metastableT–P diagram~see
Fig. 1!; k is a pseudocritical point.

FIG. 3. Curves of the thermodynamic potential of GaSb in a disordered state versus the internal parameC at
the pointsk and l ~Fig. 2!.
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at the pointk the minimum of G(C) corresponding to the disordered metallic sta
degenerates and this equilibrium ceases to be a phase. Since the melting curve
definition a curve of the thermodynamic equilibrium between two phases, in the ca
hand the critical phase II and the disordered metallic phase MA, which ceases to e
the left of the pointk, extrapolation of the melting curve to the left of this point becom
physically meaningless. Therefore the melting curve of the phase II terminates a
point k. This point is not a classical liquid–vapor type critical point because in it only
of the phases becomes unstable and the properties of both phases do not become
cal. For this reason, it should be called a pseudocritical point.
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Projects 96-02-18545 and 96-15-96806.
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Quantum dot multiexcitons in a magnetic field

V. D. Kulakovskii
Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia; Technische Physik, Universita¨t Würzburg, Am Hubland,
97074 Wu¨rzburg, Germany

M. Bayer, M. Michel, A. Forchel, T. Gutbrod, and F. Faller
Technische Physik, Universita¨t Würzburg, Am Hubland, 97074 Wu¨rzburg, Germany

~Submitted 15 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 263–268~25 August 1997!

Multiexcitons confined in InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots~QDs! with a
lateral size slightly exceeding the exciton Bohr radius are investigated
by magnetophotoluminescence spectroscopy at 2 K. The Coulomb cor-
relations in the two-exciton complex result in an additional confine-
ment, which increases with decreasing dot size, while a magnetic field
reduces this effect. A three-exciton complex is confined only by the
geometric confinement potential of the QD. The exciton–exciton repul-
sion increases with decreasing dot size, while a magnetic field de-
creases the repulsion strongly when the magnetic length becomes
smaller than the lateral size of the QD. A shell model for the QD
multiexciton states is proposed. ©1997 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~97!01216-4#

PACS numbers: 73.61.Ey, 71.35.Ji

Optical studies of semiconductor quantum dots~QDs! open up new possibilities fo
investigating many-particle atoms consisting of electrons (e) and holes (h) or of multi-
excitons. In bulk and in quantum wells the two excitons in a biexciton are spat
localized by their effective Coulomb interaction alone. Molecules of three or more e
tons in semiconductors with simple conduction and valence band structures are un
because of the strong Pauli repulsion between electrons~holes! with the same spin. In
QDs the geometric confining potential localizes excitons in the same spatial region
e–h interaction results in a renormalization of the transition energies and of the tran
matrix elements of the confined multiexcitons. In particular, it has been shown tha
spatial confinement increases the biexciton binding energy in QDs.1–5

In the present paper we investigate the influence of an external magnetic fie
multiexciton states in single, free-standing InGaAs/GaAs QDs. In contrast to the 2D
in QDs, with their discrete energy level structure~caused by the geometric confinin
potential!, the magnetic field lifts degeneracies of levels and, to some extent, lead
system back to a ‘‘quasicontinuous’’ energy spectrum.6–10 Recent high-excitation studie
of the QD magnetophotoluminescence~PL!, carried out on arrays containing a larg
number of QDs, have revealed that the effect of many-particle interactions is rela
small.11,12The interaction energy was found to be within the inhomogeneous broade
of the luminescence by dot size fluctuations. We investigate the PL spectra of single
285 2850021-3640/97/040285-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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which allow us to obtain excitonic emission lines with narrow linewidths5,13 and to
extract information one–h interaction effects.

Isolated InGaAs/GaAs QDs were fabricated from a 5-nm thick quantum wel
using low voltage electron beam lithography.14 For the optical investigations a spacing
50 mm between adjacent single dots was chosen. This permits investigation of indiv
QDs in an optical cryostat with a superconducting solenoid. The QDs were excited
Ar1-ion laser. The excitation power was varied in the range between 0.1 and 200mW
and the laser spot was focused down to a diameter of 20mm. The single dot emission
was dispersed by a monochromator and detected by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD
era. The luminescence was integrated over times ranging from 10 seconds at high
tation densities to 2 minutes at low excitation densities.

For our studies we chose QDs with lateral sizesLx,y of 50–80 nm, which are
slightly larger than the exciton radiusax . In this case, on the one hand, there is a bala
between the Coulomb interaction and the QD confining potentials. On the other ha
relatively small magnetic fields of 3–6 T the magnetic lengthl B is comparable to both
Lx,y andax and strongly influences the multiexciton states in the QD. We compare
behavior of excitons in such small dots with that in a relatively large dot, where
localization of carriers in the exciton due to the Coulomb interaction dominates.

Figures 1a and 2a display PL spectra from single 5345355 and 5350370 nm
boxes atB50 for different excitation densities. At low excitation the line labeled byX
corresponds to the recombination of a singlee–h pair ~exciton! in the QD. Its full width
at half maximum is about 2 meV. This width is larger than the width in natural QD13

This may be due to elastic scattering processes or to temporal fluctuations of th
potential on account of photoexcited surface charges.

With increasing excitation density a pronounced shoulderX2 appears on the low-
energy side of the exciton line; this shoulder must be assigned to emission fr
two-exciton state~recombination of one of two excitons confined in the dot; Fig. 1d!. In
the smaller QD~Fig. 2a! the X2 line is well resolved and is located more than 2 me
below the exciton line. This shift arises from the effective exciton–exciton Coulo
interaction in the dot and can therefore be associated with the binding energy o
two-exciton state,Dxx . In the larger dot~Fig. 1a! the X2 line is located closer to theX
line and is only weakly resolved in the spectrum. To resolve it we recorded the d
ential spectrumd2 ~Fig. 1b!, which is the difference of the spectra recorded
P525 mW and 10mW. It shows thatDxx 5 1.2 meV in the 5350370 nm dot. The
decrease ofDxx is in agreement with theoretical predictions .2,3

A comparison of Figs. 1a and 2a shows that the two-exciton-state emission fro
smaller QD appears at a much~nearly 5 times! higher optical excitation. This differenc
is most likely due to a higher rate of surface recombination in the small QD, w
precludes filling the dot with many excitons even at an excitation power of 1 mW~Fig.
2a, trace3!. In contrast, Fig. 1a shows that in case of the larger QD an increase o
excitation power to 50–100mW results in a further increase of the number of excito
The Pauli exclusion principle forbids the relaxation of additional electrons and hol
the ground shells because the latter are only twofold spin-degenerate. Therefore th
exciton should occupy an excited state as shown in Fig. 1d. As a result, two lines,X3 and
286 286JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Kulakovskii et al.
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X3* , are expected in the emission spectrum ofX3, which correspond to transitions to th
ground or to the excited two-exciton state. Figure 1a shows that only the lineX3 appears
in the spectrum as a pronounced shoulder on the high-energy side of theX line. The line
X3* is not resolved on the low-energy tail of the lineX2 but it is well-resolved in the
differential spectrum shown in Fig. 1b, traced3. Thus the two peaks located 2 me
below and 3 meV above theX transition can be assigned to the recombination of excit
in the inner and outer shells, respectively. The intensity ofX3* is about twice that ofX3,
in accordance with ratio of the numbers of electrons in the inner and outer shells
differential spectrum recorded at 50mW is very similar to the QD emission spectrum
200 mW, when the mean number of excitons in the QD exceeds 2.

The magnetic field changes the PL spectra. Figsures 1c and 2b display QD s
recorded under the same excitation conditions as those in Figs. 1a and 2a, respe
but at B56 T. In the small QD~Fig. 2b! emission from the two-exciton state appea
only as a poorly resolved shoulder, indicating a strong decrease ofDxx . In the larger dot

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra from a single 5350370 nm QD atB50 ~a,b! and 6 T~c! for different
excitation powers.P @mW# 5 10 ~1!, 25 ~2!, 50 ~3!, and 200~4!; the differential spectrad1 andd2 are obtained
at 25mW and 50mW, respectively. The diameter of the excited spot is 20m. Scheme of the optical transition
of QD multiexcitons is shown in part~d!. The dashed lines 2X andX21X indicate the sums of the energies o
two excitons and of a biexciton and exciton, respectively.
287 287JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Kulakovskii et al.
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the linesX andX2 are not resolvable at all~Fig. 1c!. The first pronounced high energ
shoulder appears at 50mW, as in the caseB50. Therefore we can conclude that th
shoulder is connected with the appearance of the third exciton in the QD. The effe
exciton–exciton interaction in the two-exciton complex is observed only in differen
spectra recorded at 20–40mW, which show a relatively small (;0.6 meV! red shift
which could be connected toDxx .

A comparison of the high excitation spectra in Figs. 1a and 1c shows tha
splitting of the emission linesX3* and X3 corresponding to the recombination of thre
exciton complexes is also markedly smaller atB56 T than atB50 T. As can be seen
from the transition scheme in Fig. 1d, the splitting of these lines reflects the energy
first excited two-exciton stated1. The decrease ofd1 means that the magnetic fiel
suppresses the repulsion of excitons with similar electron~hole! spins. This behavior is in
accordance with results of previous studies of QD PL on dot arrays.11

The limitations originating from the Pauli repulsion should decrease with increa
ratio Lx,y/ax . Indeed, Fig. 2 illustrates that the PL behavior in a large dot is very sim
to that in a quantum well. First, exciton and then biexciton emission appears in
spectrum with increasing excitation~Fig. 2c!. However, no pronounced structure appe

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra from single 5345355 nm ~a,b! and 531403800 nm ~c,d! QDs for
different excitation powers and magnetic fields. In parts~a! and~b! P @mW] 5100 ~1!, 400~2! and 1000~2!. In
parts~c! and~d! P @mW] 510 ~1!, 20 ~2!, 100 ~3!, 200 (4), 400 (5) andP @mW] 520 (1), 100 (2) 200 ~3!, 400
~4!, 600 ~5!, respectively.
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on the high energy side of theX line with further increase of excitation density. Instea
the line transforms into the broad, structureless emission that is characteristic of a
system (e–h plasma!. Second, in contrast to the case of small dots, the new line in
magnetoluminescence spectrum appears at a much higher energy, which is close
cyclotron energy and hence must be assigned to the emission of electrons and hole
next Landau level rather than to an exciton–exciton interaction.

The magnetic field dependence of the transition energies in the 5350370 nm QD is
shown in Fig. 3c. The exciton energies were determined from the PL spectra at the l
~10 mW! excitation power, whereas the transition energies of the two- and three-ex
complexes were obtained from the differential spectra recorded atP525 and
P5100 mW, respectively. Using these data and the scheme of multiexciton transitio
Fig. 1d, we have determined the magnetic field dependence of the exciton–exciton
action energies in the ground state,Dxx5\v(X)2\v(X2), and in the excited two-
exciton state,Dxx* 5Dxx1\v(X3)2\v(X3* ), and also the interaction energy of a thi
exciton in the three-exciton state,Dxxx5\v(X3)2\v(X). These energies are displaye
in Fig. 3b. Dxx is positive whereasDxxx is negative. This means that the effecti
exciton–exciton interaction in the QD is attractive only for biexcitons.Dxx increases with
decreasing lateral size of the QD, from 0.8 meV for the large dot to 2.2 meV for

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the exciton and multiexciton transition energies~a! and of the multiex-
citon binding energies in the QDs~b,c!.
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smallest, 45355 nm dot. Magnetic field decreasesDxx . The decrease depends weakly
the size of the QD and reaches 0.7–0.8 meV at 6 T. This effect originates mainly
Zeeman splitting of excitons in the magnetic field because the two excitons form s s
state and so the second exciton must fill an excited spin state in the magnetic field
three-exciton state has an energy larger than three times the single exciton energy
threfore confined only by the QD confining potential. This is obviously a result of
strong Pauli repulsion of electrons~holes! with identical spins which appears with th
third exciton and pushes the third exciton into the next shell. An increased magnetic
leads to a localization of particles within 2l B and, hence, a decrease in the Pauli repuls
in agreement with the experimental data in Fig. 3b.Dxxx changes from24 meV atB50
T to 23 meV at 6 T. It is obvious thatDxxx should tend to zero forLx and/orLy@ l B ,
i.e., when the excitons in the QD are separated by severall B . This case is realized in the
large, 1403800 nm, dot. Similar arguments explain also the behavior of the exc
two-exciton state in the QD. Figure 3b shows thatDxx* changes from25 meV atB50 T
to 23.5 meV at 6 T.

Finally, we can consider the case when a third exciton in the ground state is a
to the excited two-exciton state. Its binding energy is given byDxxx

1 5\v(X3* )2\v(X).
Figure 3b shows that the effective interaction in this case is attractive and thatDxxx

1 even
exceedsDxx . This is natural because the third exciton fills the empty place in the in
shell occupied by one particle. The Pauli repulsion in this case has no effect, where
correlation energy increases with the number of particles in the QD. As expected, F
shows that a magnetic field reducesDxx andDxxx

1 in a similar way.

To sum up, we have investigated experimentally multiexciton complexes cons
of two and three excitons which are confined in a single QD with lateral dimens
slightly larger than the exciton Bohr radius. The exciton–exciton interaction in a
exciton complex enhances the confinement; it is rather strong at zero magnetic fie
decreases with increasing magnetic field. The three-exciton complex is confined on
the QD geometric confining potential. A magnetic field strongly reduces the exci
exciton repulsion in such a complex.

This study was supported in part by the Volkswagen Foundation, by the Ru
Fund for Fundamental Research RFBR 97-02-17948, and by a NATO grant.
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Features of the melting dynamics of a vortex lattice in a
high- Tc superconductor in the presence of pinning
centers

M. E. Gracheva, V. A. Kashurnikov,a) and I. A. Rudnev
Moscow State Engineering Physics Institute (Technical University), 115409 Moscow,
Russia

~Submitted 4 July 1997; resubmitted 18 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 269–274~25 August 1997!

The phase transition ‘‘triangular lattice–vortex liquid’’ in layered high-
Tc superconductors in the presence of pinning centers is studied. A
two-dimensional system of vortices simulating the superconducting
layers in a high-Tc Shubnikov phase is calculated by the Monte Carlo
method. It was found that in the presence of defects the melting of the
vortex lattice proceeds in two stages: First, the ideal triangular lattice
transforms at low temperature (.3 K! into islands which are pinned to
the pinning centers and rotate around them and then, at a higher tem-
perature (.8 K for Tc584 K!, the boundaries of the ‘‘islands’’ be-
come smeared and the system transforms into a vortex liquid. As the
pinning force increases, the temperatures of both phase transitions shift:
The temperature of the point ‘‘triangular lattice–rotating lattice’’ de-
creases slightly~to .2 K! and the temperature of the phase transition
‘‘rotating lattice–vortex liquid’’ increases substantially (.70 K!.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01316-9#

PACS numbers: 74.76.Bz, 74.80.Bj, 74.80.Dm

In recent years a great deal of attention has been devoted to investigations
dynamics of phase transformations in a vortex lattice in high-Tc superconductors.1 Espe-
cially important for practical applications of superconducting materials are ques
concerning the interaction of vortex structures with both natural and artificial pin
centers.2–8

In the present letter we shall study a two-dimensional vortex lattice, simulati
high-Tc superconducting layer, assuming weak coupling of the flux lines in a direc
perpendicular to thea2b plane and in the presence of pinning centers with density m
lower than that of the flux lines. It will be shown that the vortex lattice melts in t
stages: First, ‘‘islands,’’ twisted around the pinning centers and weakly coupled with
another, form from an ideal triangular lattice and then, as the temperature incr
further, the ‘‘islands’’ of the triangular lattice likewise melt and a transition into a liq
vortex phase occurs.

We note that vortex density patterns, similar to those which we calculated,
‘‘flow around’’ the pinning centers were obtained in Ref. 2, where the penetratio
291 2910021-3640/97/040291-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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vortices through the boundary of the superconductor was investigated. Question
cerning ‘‘orientational’’ melting were studied recently in Ref. 9.

Let us consider a system of flat Abrikosov vortices arranged on a periodic sq
lattice. The spacing of the spatial grid was chosen so that the period of the grid is
less than the period of an ideal triangular vortex lattice.

Neglecting the interaction of the vortices with an external field, we have the fol
ing effective Hamiltonian:8

H5
1

2 (
iÞ j

N

H~r i ,r j !ninj1(
i 51

N

Up~r i ,T!ni , ~1!

where

H~r i ,r j !5U0~T!K0S ur i2r j u
l~T! D , U0~T!5

F0
2d

2pl2~T!m0

.

HereUp(r i ,T) is the interaction energy of a vortex with a point defect at thei th site;ni

is the occupation number of the vortices~0 or 1! at thei th site of the spatial grid with a
total number of sitesN; F05hc/2e is the flux quantum;K0 is a zero order modified
Bessel function; d is the thickness of the superconducting layer;l(T)5l(0)/
A12(T/Tc)

3.3 is the penetration depth; and,m054p31027 H/m.

For a concrete calculation we choose parameters close to the characteristics
high-Tc superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox : d52.7 Å, l(T50)51800 Å, andTc584 K.10

Let the external field beB50.1 T, which corresponds to the real order of magnitu
of the induction for which melting of the vortex lattice is observed in bismuth highTc

superconductors.10,11

The main calculations were performed on a 2003200 square spatial grid with peri
odic boundary conditions by the standard Monte Carlo method following the Metro
algorithm.

The number of flux lines threading the 2003200 plane isNv5150. The real vortex
density corresponding to the given fieldB was reproduced by varying the spacing of t
spatial cells so that the periodav of the triangular vortex lattice would satisfy the relatio

av
252F0 /A3B. ~2!

The interaction energy with a pinning center at the pointr i was taken in the form

Up~r ,T!52@U0~T!/8#d r ,r i
, ~3!

which corresponds toUp(r 5r i ,T52 K)523.5 meV.

The values chosen for the depth of the potential well for a pinning center are
to those actually observed in high-Tc superconductors.1,8 Stronger pinning was also mod
eled (Up(r ,T) is 30 times larger in magnitude!.

Figures 1 and 2 display the vortex density distribution obtained by summing
instantaneous states of the vortex lattice~instantaneous vortex density! every 100 Monte
292 292JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Gracheva et al.
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Carlo ~MC! steps. Ordinarily, 104 MC steps were required to thermalize the system a
104 MC steps were made for the calculation~i.e., data on 104/100 states of the system
were entered in the statistics!.

Several~usually five! randomly distributed pinning centers were introduced into
lattice. This corresponds completely to the real defect density in fieldsB50.1 T relative
to the vortex density.

A practically ideal triangular lattice is reproduced in Fig. 1a (T51 K!. As one can
see, not all defects are occupied by vortices. This attests to the stiffness of the latt1 at
such temperatures. Defects would have been occupied with vortices if the correspon
between the arrangement of defects and the centers of the triangular lattice were id

FIG. 1. Dynamics of melting of the vortex lattice with weak pinning. Circles — defects (Up(T52 K)523.52
meV!: a! T51 K; b! T55 K; c! T535 K.
293 293JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Gracheva et al.
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a temperature of 3 K all defects are occupied by vortices, which rigidly hold the latti
around themselves. On account of the irregularity of their arrangement the defects
ingly pull the lattice apart, breaking it at locations which are~still! far away from defects.
The boundaries between the coherent regions which arise are melted and the lattic
its stiffness.

As the temperature increases further~up to 5 K — Fig. 1b!, ‘‘islands’’ of the
triangular lattice, which are held around the defects and which move relative to
defects as an axis of rotation, seemingly rotate, smearing the vortex density in conc
circles with maxima on coordination spheres. A vortex-depleted region forms aroun
defects themselves at a distance of one coordination sphere corresponding to the
of the ideal triangular lattice, since a stationary pinned vortex prevents other vo

FIG. 2. Dynamics of melting of a vortex lattice with strong pinning, circles — defects (Up(T52 K)520.115
eV!: a! T52 K; b! T515 K; c! T570 K. For the case b! the scale on the abscissa is enlarged.
294 294JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Gracheva et al.
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from approaching closer. In this new phase state~the transition temperature is estimate
to be Tm

1 .3 K!, which we shall call a ‘‘rotating lattice’’ by analogy to the ‘‘floatin
lattice’’ in Ref. 2, long-range order still is present within the coherent regions, which
much larger than the average distance between the vortices and are rigidly coupled
pinning centers.

As the temperature increases further~right up toT5Tm
2 .7.5 K!, the vortices start to

detach from the defects, the coherent regions break up, and atT535 K ~far from the
transition point!, for example, a completely melted vortex liquid is observed~Fig. 1c!.

Therefore the process of melting of the lattice in the presence of pinning ce
proceeds in three phases: triangular lattice–rotating lattice–vortex liquid.

We also investigated melting in the presence of defects with a 30 times h
energy of attraction of the vortices~i.e., Up(T52 K)520.115 eV! — see Fig. 2. The
main differences between this situation and the melting process studied above
weaker pinning~Fig. 1! are as follows:

a! The transition point from the triangular lattice to a rotating lattice is shifted in
direction of lower temperatures (Tm

1 .2 K) . Thus, displacement of the lattice star
already atT52 K ~Fig. 2a!, while in the case of weaker pinning at the same tempera
we see a stationary triangular lattice. The pinning centers with strong attraction imm
ately break up the regular lattice into parts which drift behind the centers.

b! Strong pinning increases the temperature range of the rotating phase. A
ideal twisted regions are seen at intermediate temperatures~Fig. 2b! right up to
T570280 K ~Fig. 2c!.

For a quantitative investigation of the phase transition points on melting of a vo
lattice, either a structure factorS(q) for estimating the degree of long-range order o
hexagonal parameterS6

10,11 for analyzing the short-range correlations~equivalent to the
Lindemann criterion for rms deviations! is ordinarily calculated. The alternative metho
is to calculate the specific heatC(T) of the system taking account of the fact th
according to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem this quantity is related with the flu
tion of the total energŷE& as

C~T!5@^E2&2^E&2#/T2. ~4!

We reproduce in Fig. 3 the functionC(T) for the case of weak pinning. A featur
can be seen atTm

1 53 K that corresponds to the transition point into the rotating–lat
state. Furthermore, a quite sharp ‘‘front’’ is observed, proving that this transition is
thermodynamic character~second-order transition!. The functionC(T) clearly separates
into three stages: Growth of the specific heat, corresponding toTm

1 , starts atT53 K ~Fig.
1a!; next, after this diffuse maximum, a sharp jump occurs atT55 K; and, finally, the
final transition into the vortex liquid state, corresponding to the sharp peak atT5Tm

2 57.5
K, occurs. The calculation of the specific heat with strong pinning gives two clear p
in the functionC(T) which correspond to the temperaturesTm

1 52.5 K andTm
2 573 K.

This corresponds completely to the previously indicated differences between the
and strong pinning regimes~the inset in Fig. 3 illustrates the regionT.Tm

1 for this case!.

In closing, we shall analyze the main results of this work. We have investigate
phase transition ‘‘triangular lattice–vortex liquid’’ in a two-dimensional vortex syst
295 295JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 4, 25 Aug. 1997 Gracheva et al.
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simulating superconducting layers in high-Tc superconductors. In the presence of pinni
the system passes through an intermediate phase — a rotating lattice. The existence of th
intermediate phase can be explained by the competition between two processes
place against the background of increasing thermal mobility of the vortices: The
stiffness of the triangular lattice competes with the quite strong interaction with pin
centers, which strive to pin a vortex with its environment, causing the lattice to brea
into islands around the defects.

In layered high-Tc superconductors, whose lattice is not as stiff1 on account of the
weak coupling of the superconducting layers with one another, the pinning force
petes with the elastic properties of the vortex structure, expanding the region o
rotating-lattice phase up toT.Tc . In ordinary superconductors the high stiffness of t
three-dimensional Abrikosov lattice decreases only nearTc , so that the temperatur
range of the phase state mentioned is much narrower.12

The fact that the temperature of the transition into the rotating phase is low~2–3 K!
signifies that the real and therefore defect high-Tc superconductors in a mixed sta
occupy this state practically immediately. This should lead to a substantial broaden
the current-voltage characteristics even in weak magnetic fields. This could expla
absence of an Abrikosov lattice, as tested according to the broadening of the cu
voltage characteristic,13 sometimes observed in thin films of ordinary superconducto

Calculations show that both of the phase transitions studied above are second
thermodynamic transitions. This is proved by the special features in the tempe
dependence of the specific heat~Fig. 3!.

We are grateful to Yu. E. Lozovik and B. V. Svistunov for a helpful discussion
the results and to D. V. Mel’nikov for assisting in the preparation of this paper. This w
was sponsored by the State Science and Technology Program ‘‘Current proble

FIG. 3. Specific heat as a function of temperature for weak pinning. Inset: Region of the phase tra
‘‘triangular lattice–rotating lattice’’ for the case of strong pinning.
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Single-electron computing without dissipation

A. M. Bychkov, L. A. Openov,a) and I. A. Semenihin
Moscow State Engineering Physics Institute (Technical University), 115409 Moscow,
Russia

~Submitted 2 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 4, 275–279~25 August 1997!

The possibility of performing single-electron computing without dissi-
pation in an array of tunnel-coupled quantum dots is studied theoreti-
cally, taking the spin gate NOT~inverter! as an example. It is shown
that the logical operation can be implemented at the stage of unitary
evolution of the electron subsystem, although complete switching of
the inverter cannot be achieved in a reasonable time at realistic values
of model parameters. The optimal input magnetic field is found as a
function of the interdot tunneling energy and intradot Coulomb repul-
sion energy. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01416-3#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx

Recent advances in the fabrication of nanometer scale quantum dots open
opportunity for practical implementation of the idea of using the states of a qua
system for data coding and processing.1 For example, the spins of individual electron
can be viewed as the bits of information: logical one~zero! corresponds to the ‘‘up’’
~‘‘down’’ ! direction of the electron spin at a given quantum dot.Spin gates~elementary
sets of quantum dots performing particular logical functions! were discussed by
Bandyopadhyayet al.2 and later investigated theoretically by Molotkov and Nazin3 and
by Krasheninnikov and Openov.4 If occupation/nonoccupation of a quantum dot by
single electron is viewed as a bit 1/0, one hascharge gates, various kinds of which have
been studied, e.g., by Lentet al.5 and by Nomotoet al.6 In arrays of quantum dots th
quantum tunneling of electrons between adjacent dots and/or Coulomb interacti
electrons with each other play a role of ‘‘wiring,’’ resulting in signal propagation fr
dot to dot.

The operation of spin and charge gates is based on the principle of ‘‘ground
computation.’’2,5 According to this principle, the influence of an external source on
input dots of a particular gate causes the electron subsystem to change to a new
state. The final spin or charge configuration reflects the result of the ‘‘calculation.’’
result can be read from the output dots of the gate. Quantum dot gates are belie
possess high-speed performance as a consequence of extremely fast switching b
different electron ground states. However, the switching rate, being dictated by dis
tion processes, is not knowna priori. For a gate consisting of a few quantum dots a
operating at sufficiently low temperatures, the switching rate may turn out to be r
low (106 to 109 s21; Ref. 6!, thus slowing down the computation. Hence, in studies of
298 2980021-3640/97/040298-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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potential use of quantum dot arrays for high-speed single-electron computing one s
give special attention to inelastic relaxation processes.

An alternative way has been discussed recently by Bandyopadhyay
Roychowdhury.7 They explored the dynamic behavior of the simplest spin gate N
~inverter! and found that there exists an optimal input signal energy for achievin
completeswitching in the absence of inelastic relaxation. However, it remains unc
how adequately the results obtained in Ref. 7 depict reality, since its authors use
Heisenberg model to describe the correlated electrons in quantum dots. Meanwhil
well known that this model is just a limiting case of the more realistic Hubbard mo8

and cannot be used if the interdot electron tunneling energyV is of the order of or greate
than the intradot electron repulsion energyU. It is instructive to study a broad range ofV
andU values in order to see if the conclusions of Ref. 7 reflect the basic physics o
just a consequence of using a particular theoretical model.

In this paper we study the unitary evolution of the electron subsystem in the
gate NOT~inverter! making use of the Hubbard model with arbitrary values ofV andU.
The inverter consists of two closely spaced quantum dots (A and B) occupied by two
electrons.2,3,7 One of the two dots~say, dotA) serves for writing the input signal to th
gate by the action of the local magnetic fieldHA . The second dot (B) is the output. At
HA50 the ground state of the inverter is the entangled state with zero magnetic mo
at both dotsA andB. The logical function NOT is realized if forHAÞ0 the magnetiza-
tions~i.e., spin projections! of dotsA andB have opposite directions.Completeswitching
of the inverter is said to take place if spin projections are saturated (SzA51/2,SzB521/2
or SzB51/2, SzA521/2, whereSzi5^Ŝzi&5^n̂i↑2n̂i↓&/2, n̂i being the particle numbe
operators for dotsi 5A,B). Upon complete switching, the magnetizations of both d
reach the maximum absolute valuegmB , whereg is the Lande´ factor andmB is the Bohr
magneton. We stress that the ground state at anyfinite value ofHA is organized in such
a way thatuSzAu,1/2 anduSzBu,1/2 ~Refs. 3,7!. Hence, the complete switching of th
inverter cannot be achieved through itsinelastic relaxationto a new ground state.

The Hubbard Hamiltonian for the inverter has the form

Ĥ52V(
s

~ âAs
1 âBs1âBs

1 âAs!1Un̂A↑n̂A↓1Un̂B↑n̂B↓2gmBHA(
s

n̂As sign~s!,

~1!

where the quantitiesV, U, HA , g, andmB are defined above~the remaining notation is
standard; see, e.g., Ref. 4!. Here we assume that each dot has one size-quantized
with on-site potential«050 ~i.e., all energies are measured from«0). In what follows, we
setgmB51.

The complete orthonormal set of inverter eigenstates is formed by two-electron
statesu1&5u↑,↓&, u2&5u↓,↑&, u3&5u↑↓,0&, u4&5u0,↑↓&, u5&5u↑,↑&, u6&5u↓,↓&, where,
e.g., the notationu↑,↓& denotes the state with a spin-up electron at dotA and a spin-down
electron at dotB, u↑↓,0& denotes the state with two~spin-up and spin-down! electrons at
dot A, and no electrons at dotB, etc. The magnetic moment of the electron with spin-
polarization is oriented along the direction of the local applied magnetic fieldHA .

At HA50 the ground state eigenvector of the Hamiltonian~1! is
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AU2116V22U

4V
u4& D . ~2!

The corresponding eigen energy isE05(U2AU2116V2)/2. In the ground state we hav

^C0uŜzAuC0&5^C0uŜzBuC0&50. We suppose that att<0 the system is in its ground
state.

If the local external magnetic field is applied at timet50, then the wave function
C(t) at t>0 is

C~ t !5 (
k51

6

AkCk exp~2 iEkt/\!, ~3!

whereCk andEk (k5126) are eigenvectors and eigen energies of the stationary Sc¨-
dinger equation

ĤCk5EkCk . ~4!

The coefficientsAk are to be found from the initial conditionC(t50)5C0. It is con-
venient to writeCk as

Ck5 (
n51

6

Bknun&. ~5!

Then

C~ t !5 (
n51

6

f n~ t !un&, ~6!

where

f n~ t !5 (
k51

6

AkBkn exp~2 iEkt/\!. ~7!

The probability of finding the system in the basis stateun& at time t is pn(t)5u f n(t)u2.

At arbitrary values ofV, U, and HA the eigenvalue equation~4! reduces to an
algebraic equation of the third power inEk . The resulting analytical expressions are t
cumbersome for analysis, so it is more convenient to solve Eq.~4! numerically. Before
proceeding to the results of these calculations, let us consider the limiting caseU50,
which corresponds physically toU!V ~closely spaced large dots!.6

At U50 we have rather simple equations for the probabilitiespn(t):

p1~ t !5
1

4 S 11
4HAV

H214V2
sin2~vt/2!D 2

, p2~ t !5
1

4 S 12
4HAV

H214V2
sin2~vt/2!D 2

,
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p3~ t !5p4~ t !5
1

4 S 12
16HA

2V2

~H214V2!2
sin4~vt/2!D , p5~ t !5p6~ t !50, ~8!

wherev5AHA
214V2/\. From ~6! and ~8! it is straightforward to find that

SzA~ t !5^C~ t !uŜzAuC~ t !&52SzB~ t !5~p1~ t !2p2~ t !!/25
2HAV

HA
214V2

sin2~vt/2!.

~9!

From ~9! we see that the spinsSzA and SzB are oppositely directed at any timet
according to the physical truth table of the logical gate NOT.3 For the sake of definite-
ness, let us consider the caseHA.0. In this caseSzA is always positive and peaks a
t05p/v. Moreover, acompleteswitching,SzA(t0)51/2 andSzB(t0)521/2, is achieved
at HA /V52. The dependence ofSzA(t0) on HA /V is shown in Fig. 1. We stress that th
dependence has been obtained by us in the weak coupling limit of the Hubbard m
Nevertheless, it is analogous to those calculated in Ref. 7 within the Heisenberg m
~i.e., in the strong coupling limit of the Hubbard model,U@V), except that in the
Heisenberg modelv5AHA

214J2/\, t05p/2v, andSzA(t0) reaches a maximum value o
1/2 atHA52J ~Ref. 7!, whereJ is the antiferromagnetic exchange energy~for a two-site
clusterJ5V2/U at U@V). Hence, one may expect that complete switching of the
verter can occur at anarbitrary ratio of U to V.

To check this hypothesis, we calculated numerically the dependence ofSzA on t and
SzA(t0) on HA /V at different values ofU/V, wheret0 is generally defined as the time o
the first maximum on the curveSzA(t), t0 being a function ofHA /V andU/V. The curves

FIG. 1. The maximum value ofSzA(t0) versusHA /V at differentU/V.
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of SzA(t0) versusHA /V are shown in Fig. 1 for several values ofU/V. One can see tha
an increase inU/V at first results in a decreased height of the maximum on theSzA(t0)
versusHA /V curve. ForU/V.2 the height of this maximum increases once more,
doesn’t reach the saturation value 1/2 at finiteU/V, thoughSzA(t0)→1/2 if U/V→`
~this corresponds to the Heisenberg model and agrees with the results obtained in R!.

It seems that complete switching of the inverter cannot be achieved at rea
values of the ratioU/V, i.e., atU/VÞ0 andU/VÞ`. Note, however, that at arbitrar
values ofHA /V and U/V the functionSzA(t) is not periodic in time since it include
several harmonics with different frequencies and amplitudes. Hence, in principle
valueSzA51/2 can be achieved at some longer time. But this case is of no interest f
since we should like not only to reach the maximum permissible value ofSzA , but to do
it in as short as possible switching time.

However, the impossibility of achieving the complete switching of the inve
doesn’t imply that it is impossible to perform the logical operation NOT at the uni
evolution stage. One just needs to ‘‘read’’ the signal at a time whenSzA(B) has a large
absolute value, e.g., at a timet0. Indeed,SzA(t0)>0.45 at any value ofU/V ~see Fig. 1!.
Hence, the error probabilityPerr512p1(t0) ~i.e., the probability of reading the ‘‘wrong’’
signalSzA521/2 or SzA50 at a timet0) is less than 0.1. Our calculations have sho
that atU/V!1 and at the ‘‘optimal’’~for a givenU/V) value ofHA /V the timet0 is of
the order of\/V, i.e., t0'10213 s for V'10 meV. The value oft0 increases asU
increases and reaches'6\/V at U/V510. The limiting value of t0 at U@V is
t05p\U/4A2V2, in accordance with Ref. 7. Thus, to speed up the calculation, we sh
have smallU and largeV. If the shape of a single quantum dot is a cube with side len
a and the distance between the quantum dots isd, thenV is exponentially decreasing in
both d anda, while U is roughly inversely proportional toa and is almost independen
of d ~Refs. 6,9!. Hence, small values ofd anda favor short switching timest0 ~the values
of U andV can be calculated numerically for a given set of geometrical parameters o
quantum dot array and for a particular choice of semiconducting materials.6!.

On the other hand, the ‘‘optimal’’ value ofHA increases withV as HA
opt52V at

U50 ~9! and asHA
opt52V2/U at U/V@1 ~see also Ref. 7!. The productHA

optt0 is of the
order of\ at anyU/V. Hence, one can have a realistic value ofHA

opt,1 T only at the
expense of increasingt0 to '10211s. Nevertheless, this value oft0 is still several orders
of magnitude smaller than characteristic inelastic relaxation times.6

In summary, the switching of the spin gate NOT~inverter! at the unitary evolution
stage is much faster than through relaxation to a new ground state. The switching
can be reduced to 10211 s, with an error probability of less than 0.1, through prop
choice of the geometrical parameters of the quantum dots and strength of the
external magnetic field.
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